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To the President of the Senate and the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

This is our first report on the Small Business Innovation 
Development Act of 1982, which seeks to encourage innovation by 
requiring federal agencies to award portions of their external 
research budgets to small businesses. The act requires GAO to 
report to the Congress on the nature of research conducted under 
the act and agencies' efforts to implement the program. The 
report responds to that requirement and it assesses agencies' 
fundamental implementation activities during the first 2 years 
that the act has been in effect. 

We are sending copies of the report to the Director, Office 
of Management and Budget, the heads of agencies subject to the 
act, and other interested parties. We will also make copies 
available to others upon request. 

Charles A. Bowsher I 

Comptroller General 
of the United States 
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EXECUTIVE SUBWARY 

Federal agencies spend about $40 billion annually 
on research. The Small Business Innovation 
Development Act of 1982 seeks to encourage 
innovation primarily by requiring federal 
agencies to award portions of their research 
funds to small businesses through special Small e 
Business Innovation Research (SBIR) procurement 
programs. 

The law directs GAO to report to the Congress by 
1987 on agency implementation efforts and the 
nature of research conducted. This first of 
several anticipated reports responding to that 
mandate addresses implementation of the act's 
fundamental requirements: the extent to which 

--agencies established, funded, and provided 
accurate information on those activities 
required by the law and 

--the Small Business Administration (SBA) and the 
Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) 
carried out program coordination, monitoring, 
and congressional reporting duties. 

BACKGROUND The act requires each federal agency that spends 
more than $100 million annually on research 
performed by outside parties (extramural 
research) to establish an SBIR program open only 
to small businesses. Agencies must spend 
specified percentages (from 0.1 percent to 1.25 
percent) of such extramural funds on these 
programs. To ensure that agencies do not shift 
funds from already established small business 
research efforts to their SBIR programs, each 
agency (including those with SBIR programs) with 
total annual research funding exceeding $20 
million must establish annual non-SBIR research 
funding goals for small businesses. Each 
agency's non-SBIR goal must equal or exceed the 
percentage of its research funds awarded to small 
businesses during the preceding year. 

SBA and OSTP share responsibility for monitoring 
and reporting annually to the Congress on 
agencies' SBIR programs. Accordingly, agencies 
must report data annually to SBA and OSTP. While 
not specified in the act, the legislative history 
indicates the Congress' desire that OSTP ensure 
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the quality of SBIR research a'nd that SBA protect 
the interests of small businas'ses. 

RESULTS IN 
NRIEF 

Agencies have, for the most part, established, 
funded, and reported data on SBIR programs and 
non-SBIR goals. However, most agencies have not 
reported the actual research obligation figures 
needed to judge compliance wi#th the act and would ' 
have difficulty doing so within current reporting 
deadlines. 

SBA has actively pursued and fulfilled its 
assigned responsibilities. OSTP, however, has 
purposely limited its program monitoring and 
reporting activities for various reasons, 
including to avoid duplicating SBA's activities. 

PRINCIPAL 
FINDINGS 

SBIR Programs 

Through fiscal year 1984, 11 of 12 agencies 
meeting the extramural funding criterion 
established SBIR programs. Together the 11 
agencies had issued 26 SBIR solicitations, 
received over 17,000 proposed projects, and made 
almost 2,100 SBIR awards totaling $156 million. 
(See pp. 3-4, 7-9, and app. I.) 

The act requires that compliance with SBIR 
funding percentages be determined using actual 
extramural obligations (binding spending 
commitments). Most agencies, however, have 
reported extramural figures to SBA reflecting 
appropriations :(obligation authority) or 
estimated obligations because such figures were 
more readily available. Most agencies said that 
they could not report the proper figures to SBA 
by the end of December (the annual due date 
required by SBA) because doing so would require 
extra work for budget personnel who are already 
busy at this time of year finalizing agencies' 
budget submissions to the Office of Management 
and Budget (OMB). However, most agencies said 
that they could report actual extramural 
obligations by early March--the normal date for 
reporting these and other research funding data 
to the National Science Foundation (NSF). (See 
pp. 11-20.) 
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EXBCUTIVE SUMMARY 

Non-SBIR Goals 

SBA and OSTP 
Responsibilities 

On the basis of actual extramural obligations 
that agencies later reported to NSF, GAO 
determined that most agencies either met or came . 
very close to their required SBIR percentages in 
fiscal years 1983 and 1984. (See pp. 20-21.) 

Most of the 18 agencies required to have non-SBIR 
goals collected and reported fiscal year 1983 and 
fiscal year 1984 goals data to SBA. However, 
in both fiscal years most agencies did not 
provide SEA with all the data needed to properly 
determine goal attainment. While the quality of 
data improved in fiscal year 1984, the amount of 
total research dollars (the legislatively 
required basis for computing goals) that agencies 
reported to SBA differed from that reported in 
the President's budget. Agencies cited that they 
do not normally finalize figures in the budget 
until after SBA's December reporting deadline as 
one reason for the inconsistency. (See PP. 
32-37.) 

The Department of Housing and Urban Development 
met the criterion requiring non-SBIR goals in 
fiscal year 1983 but not in fiscal year 1984. 
As a result, the Department did not submit a 
1984 annual report to SBA, and neither the act 
nor its legislative history is clear as to 
whether the Department must continue to set goals 
because the act does not specify whether agencies 
must meet the criterion each year or only once. 
(See pp. 41-42.) 

SBA actions under the act through fiscal year 
1984 have included issuing policy guidance to 
participating agencies, publicizing the program 
to small businesses, coordinating the release 
of agencies' solicitations, and monitoring and 
reporting to the Congress on the agencies' 
efforts. OSTP has monitored agency 
implementation and reported to Congress as 
required by the act. However, OSTP has not 
assessed the quality of research as envisioned by 
the reports of the House and Senate Small 
Business Committees. (See pp. 49-58.) 
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RECOMMEMQATXQMS GAO recommends that: 

--When the act is up for reauthorization, the 
Congress resolve the ambiguity about whether 
the $20 million research budget threshold for 
setting goals is a one-time or annual criterion 
by clearly making it an annual criterion. 

--SBA alter deadlines so that agencies can more 
easily report the actual research obligation 
data needed to determine attainment of SBIR 
percentages and non-SBIR goals. 

--Agencies with SBIR programs report actual 
extramural research obligations to SBA. 

--Agencies that have reported inconsistent 
non-SBIR goal data to SBA and OMB reconcile the 
data and, to establish a correct base for 
future year goals, revise where necessary total 
research obligation dollars reported to SRA and 
the Congress. 

--OSTB include the guality of research in its 
monitoring efforts. 

GAO also recommends actions to, among other 
things, resolve uncertainty as to the specific 
activities that should be counted as extramural 
research. GAO's complete recommendations appear 
on pages 30, 44-45, and 59. 

dW!!MCY COMMENTS Most of the 21 agencies involved in implementing 
the act agreed with GAO's findings and 
recommendations. SBA generally concurred with 
GAO's administrative recommendations to it, but 
OSTP did not agree that it should monitor the 
quality of research. GAO continues to believe 
that the Congress intended OSTP to perform such 
an oversight role. (See p. 59.) Several other 
agencies also took issue with certain of GAO's 
proposed recommendations. Agencies' comments and 
GAO's responses appear on pages 31, 45-48, 59, 
and in appendices IV - XXIV. 
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CBAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The small business se&or's role in innovation and the 
nation's economic growth has been a subject of congressional 
interest in recent years. The Small Business Innovation 
Development Act of 1982 (Public Law 97-219) was one highly visible 
result of that attention. 

Based on the premise that the small business sector is a 
principal source of technological innovation, the act seeks to 
increase small business participation in federal research and 
development (R&D), primarily by requiring major federal research 
agencies to establish special small business innovation research 
(SBIR) procurement programs and by mandating that they devote 
specified proportions of their external research dollars to such 
programs. While the Small Business Administration (SBA) has 
prescribed a number of specific criteria to define "small 
business," in general, such businesses are for-profit firms with 
500 or fewer employees. 

The SBIR programs prescribed by the 1982 act were modeled 
after a program of the same name that the National Science 
Foundation (NSF) established in 1977 in response to a 
congressional requirement that it spend 10 percent of its applied 
research budget on high-quality research performed by small 
companies. (In 1977, this amount equated to about 1 percent of 
NSF's total budget.) In fiscal year 1982, the Department of 
Defense (DOD) voluntarily established a similar program, the 
Defense Small Business Advanced Technology (DESAT) program. 

The merits of the 1982 act were debated extensively in the 
Congress. The debate covered a number of issues, concentrating 
heavily on mandatory funding. Proponents, claiming that federal 
R&D procurement systems favored large firms and universities, 
argued that funding guarantees were needed to ensure that the 
small business sector received an appropriate share of the federal 
R&D dollar--a share commensurate with its innovation 
capabilities. Opponents questioned whether other means of 
increasing small business participation might be more 
appropriate. Predicting that existing funds for basic research 
would be most vulnerable, opponents expressed particular concern 
that mandatory SBIR funding would put additional pressure on what 
they viewed as already strained basic research budgets. 

MAJOR PROVISIONS OF THE ACT 

The act's stated purposes are to 

--stimulate technological innovation, 

--use small business to meet federal research and 
development needs, 
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--foster and encourage minority and disadvantaged persons to 
participate in technological innovation, and 

--increase private-sector commercialization of innovations 
derived from f’a&rcal? research and development. 

Among other things, the act requires that each federal agency 
having an annual extramural (external) R&D budget exceeding $100 
million spend specified percentages (up to 1.25 percent) of such 
budget via a special SBIR program.1 The act mandates a three- 
phase approach for these programs: an initial phase to 
demonstrate the feasibility of a proposed project; a second phase I 
to carry out the most promising phase I projects; and a third 
phase to pursue commercial application of resulting technologies 
through nonfederal funds or, if appropriate, through traditional 
(non-SBIR) federal agency procurement programs. 

SBIR projects must be performed under funding agreements 
(either contract , grant, or cooperative agreement) between a 
small firm and a federal agency. The Small Business 
Administration advises agencies to normally limit phase I funding 
agreements to 6 months and $50,000 and phase II agreements to 2 
years and $500,000. 

Agencies must conduct SBIR programs in accordance with policy 
direction issued by SBA in consultation with the Office of Science 
and Technology Policy (OSTP), the Office of Management and Budget 
(OMB), and the Office of Federal Procurement Policy. Among other 
statutory criteria, the direction is to provide for simple and 
timely SBIR programs that minimize the regulatory burden on 
participating small firms. The act also assigns participating 
agencies numerous unilateral responsibilities, such as determining 
SBIR research topics, soliciting and evaluating project proposals, 
selecting awardees, and administering funding agreements. 
(Agencies' compliance with the statutory and regulatory SBIR 
program requirements is discussed in ch. 2; the extent to which 
SBA's policy direction complies with statutory requirements is 
incl.uded in ch. 4.) 

In addition to special SBIR programs, the act requires any 
federal agency with a total annual R&D budget (rather than the 
extramural R&D budget criterion for SBIR programs) exceeding $20 
million to establish specific, annual goals for non-SBIR R&D 
funding agreements with small businesses. The act requires that 
these non-SBIR goals be equal to or greater than the percentage of 

'As explained in chapter 2, the act excludes intelligence 
agencies, certain Department of Energy nuclear defense programs, 
and some Agency for International Development support of foreign 
research. As also discussed in chapter 2, the precise definition 
of and basis for calculating extramural R&D budgets have been the 
subject of considerable confusion among participating agencies 
and the root of certain disagreements, not all of which have been 
resolved. 
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the agency's R&D budget expended under funding agreements with 
small businesses in the immediately preceding fiscal year. (Ch. 3 
discusses agencies' compliance with this requirement.) 

The act assigns certain program coordination and/or oversight 
functions to SBA and OSTP beyond their previously discussed policy 
duties. SBA and OSTP are charged with similar responsibilities 
for surveying and monitoring the implementation or operation of 
participating agenciess SBIR programs and for reporting the 
results at least annually to the House and Senate Committees on 
Small Business. (Ch. 4 discusses the extent of the agencies' 
compliance with these and other program-coordination 
requirements.) 

Finally, the act requires that the Comptroller General of the 
United States report to the Congress within 5 years of enactment 
(by July 22, 1987) on the implementation of the act and on the 
nature of research conducted under it. Unless the Congress acts 
to reauthorize it, the Small Business Innovation Development Act 
of 1982 is automatically repealed effective October 1, 1988. 

SCOPE OF ACTIVITIES 
UNDER THE ACT 

A total of 12 federal agencies conducted SBIR programs, 
requiring that specified percentages of R&D funds be allocated to 
small businesses during fiscal year 1985, the third year during 
which the act's mandatory SBIR program provisions applied. These 
agencies were: 

1. The Department of Agriculture (USDA) 

2. The Department of Commerce (DOC) 

3. The Department of Defense (DOD) 

4. The Department of Education (ED) 

5. The Department of Energy (DOE) 

6. The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) 

7. The Department of the Interior (DOI) 

8. The Department of Transportation (DOT) 

9. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

10. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 

11. The National Science Foundation (NSF) 

12. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
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With the exception of Commerce, these agencies also conducted SBIR 
programs in fiscal years 1983 and 1984. According to SBA, a total 
of 18 agencies met the criterion requiring non-SBIR goal-setting 
during fiscal years 1983 and 1984 (the latest years for which data 
are availabler. These consisted of the above 12 agencies with 
SBIR proigraas plus the Department of Justice (DOJ), the Department 
of Wousing and Uzbaan Development (HUD), the Agency for 
Intarn~atianal Development (AID), the Smithsonian Institution (SI), 
the Tennelassee Valley Authority (TVA), and the Veterans 
Administration (VA). 

During fiscal years 1983 and 1984 (the most recent for which 
complete data are available), agencies with SBIR programs issued 
26 SBIR solicitations and received about 17,000 total proposals. 
The agencies awarded a total of 2,097 SBIR funding agreements 
during the psriod-- 1,685 phase I awards and 412 phase II awards. 

SBIR awards for the two years totaled about $156 million-- 
about $44.5 million in fiscal year 1983 and about $111.5 million 
fiscal year 1984. (SBA estimates that SBIR awards will grow to 
about $500 million annually by the time the current act expires at 
the end of fiscal year 1988.) SBIR awards, however, accounted for 
about 6 percent of the approximately $2.5 billion in R&D funds 
that agencies subject to the act awarded to small businesses 
during fiscal years 1983 and 1984. Overall, about 3 percent of 
the agencies' total R&D funds went to small businesses during the 
2-year period. 

The diversity of SBIR programs is illustrated by the number 
and wide range of topics covered. Agencies solicited SBIR 
proposals under more than 600 separate research topics during 
fiscal year 1983 and more than 1,600 topics in fiscal year 1984, 
which SBA classified into the following 7 technology areas: 

--Computer, Information Processing, Analysis 

--Electronics 

--Life Sciences 

--Materials 

--Mechanical Performance of Vehicles, Weapons, Facilities 

--Energy Conversion and Use 

--Environment and Natural Resources 
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OB~JECTIVES, S~COPE, AND METBODOLOGY 

The Small Busines'a Innovation Development Act, as noted 
previously, requires that GAO report to the Congress on the act's 
implementation within 5 years of enactment--i.e., by July 22, 
1987. Our report is also to address the nature of research that 
has been conducted under the act and is to include the judgments 
of the heads of participating departments and agencies as to the 
effect of the act on research programs. This is the first of 
several reports that we expect to issue in response to this 
requirement. 

Because of the breadth of the act and our reporting mandate, 
we decided to divide our work into several segments, each 
addressing an important program aspect or issue. When assembled 
together, we expect these components to provide a comprehensive 
assessment of the act's implementation. We plan to issue reports 
on each of these segments as they are completed and to draw these 
together into a final overall summary report that fully addresses 
our legislatively prescribed reporting criteria. 

This first report covers fundamental implementation efforts 
during fiscal years 1983 and 1984 --the first 2 years during which 
the act has been in effect. Our objectives in this report are to 
assess 

--the extent to which agencies have established SBIR 
programs, complied with the act's funding requirements, and 
followed SBA's related policy directives and procedures 
(see ch. 2); 

--the extent to which agencies have complied with legislative 
and SBA policy requirements for establishing and reporting 
information on non-SBIR, small business funding goals (see 
ch. 3); and 

--the extent to which SBA and OSTP have implemented their 
program coordination, oversight, and reporting functions 
(see ch. 4). 

While we obtained data on agencies' SBIR awards, we did not 
review the agencies' procedures for making the awards. We expect 
to cover this aspect of program implementation as well as other 
required reporting topics in subsequent reviews. 

In this review we included all federal agencies that SBA 
identified as meeting the legislative criterion requiring SBIR 
programs and/or non-SBIR goals in either fiscal year 1983 or 
fiscal year 1984 (the previously identified 18 agencies). While 
we reviewed SBA's procedures for identifying these agencies, we 
did not independently verify the accuracy of the data that SBA 
used. We also included in this assignment all other agencies and 
organizations to which the act assigns responsibilities or 



duties--SBA, OSTP, OMB, and the Office of Federal Procurement 
Policy. In all, we obtained information from or contacted 22 
federal agencies/offices involved in implementing the act. 

We obtained information on these agencies' implementation 
efforts through interviews with cognizant agency officials and 
review of pertinent d~ocunents, including the agencies' required 
annual program reports~, agency legal decisions, and relevant 
agency correspondence. We conducted interviews (either in pers'on 
or by telephone) with each research agency official(s) designated 
to administer its SBIR program and/or non-SBIR goal activities. 
Where necessary we also contacted appropriate budget officials in 
the research agencies. We also interviewed officials in charge of 
administering SBA's and OSTP's responsibilities under the act. 

We did not independently verify the accuracy of information 
that agencies provided to us, but we otherwise conducted our work 
in accordance with generally accepted government auditing 
standards. We did, however, compare certain budgetary data that 
the agencies reported to SBA to similar data reported in other 
federal sources; where obvious differences existed, we asked the 
agencies to explain and reconcile them. We performed our audit 
work from April 1984 to March 1985, almost exclusively at the 
aqencies' headquarters offices, located in Washington, D.C., and 
vicinity. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SMALL BDSINE~SS INWOVATIQN RESEARCH PROGRAMS 

one exception,2 e'ach agency that SBA identified as 
extramural R&D budget exceeding $100 million in fiscal 
and/or fiscal year 1984 established an SBIR program, as 

required by the act. With minor technical exceptions, all 
participating agencies carried out their prescribed SBIR program 
responsibilities in accordance with the act and SBA's program 
guidance. In most cases, however, the agencies reported to SBA 
extramural budget figures that were based on either appropriations 
or estimated obligations rather than on actual obligations--which 
we believe are required to determine compliance with the act's 
SBIR funding provisions. The best data available to us were 
actual fiscal years 1983 and 1984 extramural obligations that the 
agencies reported to NSF (or in a few cases to SBA). On the basis 
of those data, we found that 4 of the 11 participating agencies in 
fiscal year 1983 and 8 of 11 agencies in fiscal year 1984 met or 
exceeded their legislatively required SBIR funding percentages. 
Nearly all the remaining agencies, however, were within 6 
one-hundredths of the required percentages. 

The extramural budget figures that the Departments of Defense 
and Transportation reported to SBA are the subject of continuing 
disagreement between the agencies and SBA. In both instances, 
SBA's estimates of the agencies' extramural budgets (and the 
resulting amounts that the agencies must expend on SBIR awards to 
comply with the act) have far exceeded the agencies' estimates. 
For DOD, the disagreement involves about $2 billion and centers 
on whether DOD's fiscal year 1984 extramural R&D budget should 
include a certain category of funds under DOD's Research, 
Development, Testing and Evaluation appropriations. The SBA-DOT 
disagreement involves more than $100 million and resulted 
primarily because DOT reported extramural research amounts to NSF 
in both fiscal year 1983 and fiscal year 1984 that it excluded 
from extramural research figures reported to SBA for purposes of 
the SBIR program act. 

2The Department of Commerce did not establish an SBIR program in 
fiscal year 1984 because it initially estimated that its 
extramural research budget would not exceed $100 million. 
Commerce, however, established a program in fiscal year 1985 and 
plans to make up SBIR awards that it should have made during 
fiscal year 1984. (See app. I.) 
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AGENCY SBIR PROGRAMS GENERAL'LY 
FOLLOW ACT'S REQUIREMENTS 

The act requires that each federal agency3 with an 
extramural budget for research in excess of $100 million for 
fiscal year 1982 or any fiscal year thereafter spend specified 
percentages of its budget in fisccal year 1983 (or in such 
subsequent fiscal year that the agency has such a budget) with 
small businesses through an SBIR program.4 The act defines 
“extramural budget’* as the sum of the total research obligations 
minus amounts obligated for such activities by employees of the 
agency in or through government-owned, government-operated 
facilities. 

Before and during each fiscal year, SBA--as part of its 
oversight role-- identifies agencies whose annual estimated 
extramural research obligations exceed the $100 million minimum, 
based on an annual NSF survey of the expenditure of federal 
research funds. SBA uses the NSF survey because it is the only 
source that identifies both agencies' extramural and total 
research obligations. Agencies also report their actual total 
(but do not identify extramural) research obligations for the 
fiscal year to OMB for inclusion in the President's budget. 
Agencies are to use the same definition of research in preparing 
both the NSF and OMB reports. According to NSF, total research 
obligations reported in its survey should reconcimth those 
reported to OMB. The definitions of extramural and research that 
agencies use in preparing annual survey data are consistent with 
the definitions of extramural budget and research contained in the 
SBIR program act. 

SBA identified the following agencies as meeting the 
criterion requiring establishment of an SBIR program in fiscal e 
years 1983 and 1984. 

--Department of Agriculture 

--Department of Defense 

--Department of Education 

--Department of Energy 

--Department of Health and Human Services 

--Department of the Interior 

3For the purposes of the act, the term "federal agency" does not 
include any agency within the "intelligence community." 

4The act authorizes the Department of Energy to exclude amounts 
appropriated for atomic energy defense programs and the Agency 
for International Development to exclude certain specified 
foreign research funds. 
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--Department of Trmmportbthm 

--Environmental Pr~OteIE?tim Agency 

--National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

--National Science Foundation 

--Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

--Department of Commerce (fiscal year 1984 only) 

Legislative requirements for 
SBIR participating eqeneies 

Under the act each agency that is required to establish an 
SBIR program shall among other things (1) issue SBIR solicitations 
that detail categories of projects to be addressed by the small 
businesses in SBIR proposals, (2) receive and evaluate SBIR 
proposals', (3) select awardees, and (4) report annually on its 
SBIR program to SBA and the Office of Science and Technology 
Policy (OSTP). 

The act further requires that agencies make SBIR awards in a 
uniform, three-phase process. Phase I awards are for determining 
the scientific and technical merit and feasibility of ideas 
submitted pursuant to an SBIR solicitation (generally limited to 
(j-month performance periods and $50,000). Phase II awards are 
made only for phase I projects that the agencies judge to be 
deserving and are for further developing the proposed ideas to 
meet particular program needs. These awards are generally limited 
to 2-year performance periods and $500,000. Both phase I and II 
awards are funded with SBIR program monies. In phase III, firms 
pursue commercial applications of the research (conducted under 
phases I and II) from other funding sources--either nonfederal 
sources or, if appropriate, production contracts with a federal 
agency. 

Appendix I summarizes the extent of actions taken by agencies 
during fiscal years 1983 and 1984 in response to their primary 
responsibilities. 

SBA policy directives for SBIR 

The act requires that each participating federal agency 
conduct its SBIR program in accordance with certain specified 
requirements and implementing policy directives issued by SBA. 
Major requirements in SBA's implementinq policy directives5 
that each SBIR agency (1) provide SBA with certain specified 

are 

5SRA issued an initial policy directive in November 1982 and 
published revised versions in August 1983 and September 1984. 
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information to be included in SBA's quarterly pre-solicitation 
announcements, (2) issue solicitations in accordance with 
schedules coordinated with SBA, (3) issue "simplified, 
standardized" solicitations in accordance with prescribed 
guidance, and (4) submit 'simplified, standardized and timely" 
annual reports to SBA.6 

Pre-solicitation announcement infolrmation, 
solicitation timing and contents 

In order to inform small businesses of forthcoming agency 
SBIR solicitations, SBA publishes pre-solicitation announcements * 
in September, December, March, and June of each fiscal year. 
These announcements contain information on those agency SBIR 
solicitations that are scheduled for release during the following 
3-month period. SBA's policy directive requires agencies to 
submit the following information to SBA to be included in the 
announcement: (1) a list of research topics that the 
solicitation will cover, (2) an agency address and/or the 
telephone number from which interested parties can obtain the SBIR 
solicitation or additional information, (3) the release date for 
the solicitation, (4) the date that proposals are due, and (5) the 
estimated number and average dollar amount of phase I awards that 
the agency expects to make under the solicitation. 

We found that, with minor exceptions, the 11 participating 
agencies provided SBA with required pre-solicitation announcement 
information in both fiscal years 1983 and 1984. DOD, the one 
exception, did not provide information on the estimated number and 
dollar value of phase I SBIR awards in either year. According to 
DOD's SBIR program representative, DOD chooses not to estimate the 
number and dollar value of phase I awards blecause they may vary 
from the actual awards. (This is because DOD's phase I awards are 
dependent upon factors such as the number of phase II SBIR awards 
and continued funding of phase II awards under its previous DESAT 
program.) Another exception involved HHS, which did not provide 
pre-solicitation announcement information on one of its four 
fiscal year 1984 SBIR solicitations. 

Most agencies' solicitations were released on time, following 
a master release schedule of dates contained in each SBA 
pre-solicitation announcement. 

SBA's policy directive also requires that agencies prepare 
SBIR program solicitations in a simplified, standardized, easily 
read, easily understood format. To guide solicitation 
preparation, the directive specifies certain required information 
under the following required sections: 

6The policy directive also requires agencies to establish a 
simplified, standardized funding process; we plan to address this 
aspect of agencies' SBIR programs in a future report. 
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II summarizes the agencies' adherence to SBA's 
information requirements. Each agency met a majority of SBA's 
overall solicitation information requirements in both fiscal year 
1983 and fiscal year 1984. 

Agency reports to SBA 

In accordance with the act, SBA's policy directive requires 
that agencies participating in the SBIR program submit annual 
reports to SBA covering program activities for the fiscal year. 
The reports are due to SBA within 90 days of the close of the 
fiscal year (i.e., by late December). In order to collect uniform 
information, SBA provides the agencies with a recommended 
reporting form. Appendix III summarizes the information that SBA 
requested agencies to report on their fiscal year 1983 and fiscal 
year 1984 SBIR programs. With very minor technical exceptions, 
all agencies complied with the reporting requirements. 

AGENCIES' BUDGET DEFINITION 
CLOUDS DETERMINATION OF COMPLIANCE 
WITH FUNDING REQUIREMENTS 

The act requires federal agencies having annual extramural 
(external) research budgets exceeding $100 million to spend 
specified percentages of such budgets with small businesses 
through SBIR programs. On the basis of the act's definition of 
"extramural budget," we believe that compliance with this 
provision must be judged in terms of actual obligations--i.e., the 
amount that an agency actually obligates (binds itself to spend) 
through its SBIR pro'gram, expressed as a percentage of its actual 
extramural research obligations. 

Most participating agencies thus far have interpreted budget 
to mean either appropriations (new obligational authority) or 
estimated obligations and have used these as bases for reporting 
their extramural R&D "budgets" and required SBIR funding amounts 
to SBA. In many cases the extramural budget amounts that agencies 
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reported to SBA for purposes of the act were lower than the actual 
extramural obligation amounts that they reported several months 
later to NSF. 

On the bassist of the best data available at the time of our 
audit work--actual fiscal years 1983 and 1984 extramural 
obligations reported to NSF (or in a few cases to SEA)--we 
determined that 4 of the 11 participating agencies in fiscal year 
1983 and 8 participating agencies in fiscal year 1984 met or 
exceeded their legislatively required SBIR funding percentages. 
Most remaining agencies, however, were within 6 one-hundredths of 
their required percentages. 

Legislative requirements for 
SBIR program fundinq 

The percentages that the act requires agencies to spend on 
SBIR programs are as follows: 

Table 2.1: 
Percentages of Extramural R&D Budget 

Required for SBIR 

Agencies having Agencies having 
extramural extramural 

budgets in excess budgets in excess 
of $100 million of $10 billiona 

--------------(percent)------------ 

Fiscal year 1983 - or first year 
having such budget 0.2 0.1 

- second year 
having such budget 0.6 0.3 

- third year 
having such budget 1.0 0.5 

- fourth year 
having such budget 1.25 1.0 

- fifth year 
having such budget 1.25 1.25 

aDOD is the only agency in this category thus far. 

The act defines research (or R&D) as 
II any activity which is (A) a systematic, 
iAt;?niive study directed toward greater knowledge 
or understanding of the subject studied; (B) a 
systematic study directed specifically toward 
applying new knowledge to meet a recognized need; 
or (C) a systematic application of knowledge toward 
the production of useful materials, devices, and 
systems or methods, including design, development, 
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and improvement of prototypes and new processes to 
meet specific requirements." 

This definition is essentially the same as that used by OMB in 
conjunction with the preparation of the President's budget and by 
NSF in conjunction with the preparation of the document entitled 
Federal Funds for Research and Development.' The act defines 
extramural budget as * the sum of the total obligations 
minus amounts obligate; Eo; such activities by employees of the 
agency in or through Government-owned, Government-operated 
facilities. . ..I* 

Based upon the act's definitions of "extramural budget" and 
"research," we interpret the act to mean that the specified 
percentage of an agency's SBIR awards made during a fiscal year 
must equal or exceed the specified percentage of the agency's 
actual extramural obligations for that fiscal year. By defining 
"extramural budget" as total obligations minus in-house 
obligations, we believe that the act clearly indicates that the 
SBIR requirements are to be based on actual obligations. In this 
context the phrase "expending" the required portion of the 
"extramural budget" means obligating the appropriate percentage of 
the extramural budget. 

The act does not define the term “obliqations": however, 
GAO’s A Glossary of Terms Used in the Federal Budget Process 
(March 1981) defines obligations incurred as "orders placed, 
contracts awarded, services received, and similar transactions 
during a given year that will require payment during the same or a 
future period." Hence, for purposes of the SBIR program, 
obligations would be the total dollar value of funding agreements 
awarded during the fiscal year. 

Our definition of obligations is consistent with that used 
by OMB in conj8unction with the President's budget and that used by 
NSF in its Federal Funds for Research and Development. 
Accordingly, we believe actual obligations to be the intended 
basis for computing agencies' extramural budgets and SBIR 
expenditures. Of course, the total amount of actual obligations 
incurred are not known until the end of the fiscal year, 

Agencies' bases for reported extramural 
budget and SBlR amounts 

Each SBIR agency's annual report to SBA must include the 
agency's determination of its extramural research budget for the 
reported fiscal year and the agency's total phase I and phase II 
dollars awarded for the reported fiscal year. As noted 

7In this document NSF publishes the results of its "Annual Survey 
of Federal Funds for R&D." The purpose of the survey is to 
measure federal support of and participation in national 
scientific activities. 
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previously, both extramural budget and SBIR award figures should 
be based on the actual obligations incurred in the fiscal year. 

The following table summarizes the fiscal year 1983 and 
fiscal year 1984 extramural research budget figures that agencies 
with SBIR programs reported to SBA and the agencies' bases for 
those figures aocarding to agency officials. Rote that almost all 
agencies used a ~~~~~ other than actual obligations to compute 
their extramural budgets. 

hpproprfattons/ EstInaated ACtUlaI 

Ektra~mura I budgiet bludlgst auth~or 1 ty obligattons obl lgstions 
rclportwl by agmcy fear reported to NSF at 88'd of 

FM3 FY84 FY83 FY84 FY83 FY84 FK83 FY84 
-..m- ( OQfJ ) -I-me--- 

USQA E 277,688 I 270,200 

cm 16,011,000 15,848,OOO 

DOE 2,517,300 2,613,300 

ED t 16,OO'O 111,aoo 
HHS 3,318,342 3,760,162 

DOI 103,000 114,890 

DOT 97,6#00 300,000 

EPA 118,300 142,700 

NASA 2,472,6'00 2,2019,800 

MSF 926,700 1,088,350 

NRC 190,800 173,000 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X - w 

lota I 6 5 3 3 2 3 
- - - - - 

As the preceding table indicates, about one-half of the 11 
SBIR agencies based their extramural budget figures reported to 
SBA on appropriations. Appropriations represent new obligational 
authority and thus are upper limits on amounts that agencies may 
legally obligate (beyond amounts that may be obligated from any 
carryover balances) during the period of time specified in the 
respective appropriations acts. About half of the other agencies 
reported estimated obligations to SBA. These agencies reported 
estimated figures that they had reported previously to NSF for its 
annual survey of federal funds for R&D. In several instances the 
estimates were made between 13 and 18 months before the end of the 
fiscal year for which they were reported. Only NSF, HHS, and USDA 
based their fiscal year 1983 and/or fiscal year 1984 extramural 
budget figures reported to SBA on actual obligations for the 
fiscal year, as intended by the act. 
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The following tables compare the agencies' fiscal years 1983 
and 1984 extramural budget, figures reported to SBA (which were 
based on appropriations, estimated obligations, or actual 
obligations) with the agencies' actual fiscal years 1983 and 1984 
extramural obligations as later reported to NSF in the annual 
survey of federal funds.8 

SThe NSF survey shows actual obligations for the preceding fiscal 
year and estimated obligations for the current and forthcoming 
fiscal years. Actual fiscal year 1984 obligations were reported 
in the fiscal year 1985 survey. Although NSF normally requests 
that agencies respond to the annual survey by early March, NSF 
postponed the fiscal year 1985 response date until mid-April 
because printing problems made it late sending the survey to the 
agencies. 
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Table 2.3: 
Caaparison of Aqency Extramural Budgets Reported to S3A 

FY 1983 

Actual extrmural 
obligations minus S8IR allocation” STIR allocationb 

Actual extramural reported extrmural amount based on waount based on Differences in 
obligations reported Extramural budget budget reported figures reported figures reported S3IR allocation 

Agency to NSF reported to SDA to SEA 

____f------D-------_------------------------------- (000) -------------------------------- -- --------__-ff_ll__f-_I-l-f--l- 

USDA $ 288,500 

DOD 14,932,800= 

DOE 2,618,605d 

ED 100,200 

HHS 3,318,600 

Do1 108,400 

DOT 272,100 

EPA 147,500 

NASA 1,527,ooof 

NSF 931,200 

NRC 183,900 

$ 277,688 $ 10,812 

16,011,~0 (1,078,200) 
2,517,300e 101,305 

116,000 (15,800) 
3,318,342 258 

103,000 5,400 

97,600 174,500 

118,500 29,000 
2,472,600 (945,600) 

926,700 4,500 

190,800 (6,900) 

$ 577.0 

14,932.E 
5,237.Z 

200.4 

6,637.Z 

216.8 

544.2 

295.0 

4,94x29 

1,862.4 

367.8 

$ 555.4 $ 21.6 

16,700.O (1767.2) 

5,040.o 197.2 

232.0 (31.6) 

6,636.7 0*5 

206.0 10.8 

195.2 349.0 

237.0 58.0 

5,000.0 (54.8) 
1,853.O 9.4 

381.6 (13.8) 

aDerived by applying statutory percentage to actual extramural obligations. Represents GAO’s best estimate of smount agency raquired to 
award through SBIR program. 

bRepresents amount agency determined it must award through SEIR program. 

‘Represents actual extramural obligations reported to NSF ($16,592,000,000) minus a lo”, deduction for intelligence R&D. 

dRepresents actual extramural obligations reported to NSF ($4,279,200,000) minus atomic energy defense programs (~~,660,595,0~). 

eExcludes atomic energy defense programs as permitted by the act. 

fReflects reclassification of space shuttle production/operation from NASA R&D appropriation to new appropriation, Space Flight Control and 

Data Communications. 

gSBIR appropriated amount. 



Table 2.4: 

war I son of Agency Extramural Budge ts Rl3poded to SM 

and Actual Agency Extramural ~i~gatl~s Reported to NSF 

&P-=Y 

Actual extr~ural 

obligations minus SBIR allocationa SBIR al locationb 

Actual extramural reported extramura I amount based on amunt based on D~ff~~~s in 

&I tgatlons reported Extramura I budget budget reported f I gures reported figures reported STIR allocation 

to NSF reported to SEA to s&4 to NSF to SEiA ants 

----------------------------------------------------------(~)------------------------------------------------------~---------- 

USDA 

c# 

DOE 

ED 

HHS 

S 277,600 f 270,200 

16,304,130= 15,848.OOO 

2,537,200d 2,613,xKte 

105,200 111.800 

3,764,600 3,760,162 

76,800 114,890 

272,100 300,000 

156,500 142,700 

1,778,600 2,209,F5oof 

1,067,OOo 1,088,350 

167,800 173,0-00 

f 7,400 5 1‘665.6 

456,130 48,912.4 

(76,100) 15,223.2 

(6,600) 631.2 

4,438 22,587.6 

(38,090) 460.8 

(27,900) 1,632.6 

13,800 939.0 

(431,200) 10,671.69 

121,350) 6,402.O 

(5,200) 1,006.E 

$ 1,621.2 

42,790.O 

15‘826.0 

671 .O 

22,561 .O 

689.3 

1,631 .O 

8%.2 

13,200.O 

7,100.o 

1,038.O 

t 44.4 

6,122.4 

~~2.8) 

(39.8) 

26.6 

(228.5) 

1.6 

82.8 

t2,528.4) 

1698.0) 

(31.2) 

9)erived by applying statutory percentage to actual extramural obligations. Represents GAO’s best estimate of amount agency required to 

award through SBIR program- 

bRepresents amount agency determined it must award through SBIR program. 

%epresents actual extramural obligations reported to NSF minus a 10% deduction for Intelligence R&D. 

dRepresents actual extramural obligations reported to NSF (94,458,000,000) minus atomic energy defense programs ($1,920,8OO,OOOt. 

eExcIudes atomic energy defense programs as permitted by the act. 

fNASA included funds from certain appropriations that are not required to be included when reporting its extramural budget to SBA. 

gSI3lR appropriated amount. 



As the tables show, 7 of the 11 agencies in fiscal year 1983 
and 4 of the 11 agencies in fiscal year 1984 reported extramural 
budgets to SBA that were lower than the agencies' actual 
extramural obligations (as reported to NSF). Consequently, the 
amounts which these agencies reported to SBA as SBIR funding 
minimums (SBIR allocation amounts) are lower than they would have 
been if based on actual extramural obligations. Although USDA, 
HHS, and NSF said that their fiscal year 1983 and/or fiscal year 
1984 extramural budgets reported to SBA represent actual 
extramural obligations, the figures differ from the actual 
extramural obligation figures reported to NSF. The reason for 
this difference most likely is that the agencies reported actual 
extramural obligations to NSF 3 to 8 months after they reported 
them to SBA; the NSF figures may therefore reflect subsequent 
modifications or adjustments. 

Aqencies' reasons for not 
using actual obligations 

The agencies that reported extramural budgets based on 
appropriations or estimated obligations for the most part 
determined these amounts in the beginning of the fiscal year for 
planning purposes. All but one of the agencies that reported 
extramural budgets based on appropriations did so because they 
believed that appropriations would not vary significantly from 
actual obligations or would be higher than actual obligations. 
The remaining agency used appropriations because its general 
counsel interpreted the intent of the act as requiring the 
extramural budget to be based on the obligational authority 
detailed in the fiscal year's appropriation act. 

Agencies may also have reported extramural research budgets 
based on appropriations because SBA's reporting form did not 
define "Extramural R&D Budget" and the August 1983 and September 
1984 versions of SBA's policy directive called for current fiscal 
year *I. . .extramural research and research and development total 
budget authority" (appropriations). This instruction is 
inconsistent with the act which requires that extramural 
obliqations be used to determine agency compliance with the SBIR 
funding provision. It is also inconsistent with SBA's method of 
judging compliance with the act on the basis of actual extramural 
obligations the agencies report in the NSF annual survey of 
federal funds. 

Most of the agencies that reported extramural budgets to SBA 
based on estimated obligations did so because they wanted their 
reported extramural budgets to be consistent with SBA's 
determination of their extramural budgets. SBA estimates the 
agencies' extramural budgets for the fiscal year at the time that 
agencies submit annual reports to SBA, based on the estimated 
extramural obligation figures agencies reported in the most recent 
NSF annual survey of federal funds. 
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We found that the fiscal years 1983 and 1984 agency 
extramural budgets based on appropriations or estimated 
obligations were s'ometimes higher and sometimes lower than the 
agencies' actual fiscal year 1983 extramural obligations reported 
to NSF. For instance, the DOD, NASA, and NRC fiscal year 1983 
extramural budgets reported to SB'A (which were based on 
appropriations) exceeded th'e agencies' actual extramural 
obligations reported to NSF by $6.9 million to $1,078 million. 
ED's fiscal year 1983 extramural budget reported to SBA (based on 
estimated extramural obligations reported to NSF) exceeded ED's 
actual extramural obligations reported to NSF by $15.8 million. 
On the other hand, the DOE, DOT, and EPA fiscal year 1983 
extramural budgets reported to SBA (based on appropriations) were 
lower than the agencies' actual extramural obligations reported to 
NSF by $29 million to $174.5 million. The DOI and USDA fiscal 
year 1983 extramural budgets reported to SBA (based on estimated 
extramural obligations reported to NSF) were, respectively, $5.4 
million and $10.8 million lower than their actual extramural 
obligations reported to NSF. 

Actual obligations for a fiscal year can exceed the 
appropriated amount for the same fiscal year for certain 
appropriations-- those having multiple-year and no-year authority. 
Such appropriations permit the amounts specified in the 
appropriation to remain available for obligation for a certain 
period of time in excess of one fiscal year. Therefore, 
obligations incurred in one fiscal year may be funded from both 
the current fiscal year's and previous fiscal year's 
appropriations. 

As discussed previously, we believe that compliance with the 
act's SBIR funding provisions must be judged by whether agencies 
actually obligated the statutory percentage of their actual 
extramural R&D obligations for the fiscal year. We recognize that 
at the beginning of the fiscal year, agencies need to estimate 
their extramural budgets and required SBIR funding levels for 
planning purposes. Agencies can base their initial estimates on 
any figures that they believe are most appropriate--appropriations 
or estimated obligations. However, the agencies should recognize 
that these estimates will most likely differ from the actual 
extramural obligations for the fiscal year. 

Most agencies informed us that it would be difficult if not 
impossible to report actual extramural research obligations in 
their annual reports to SBA, which are due at the end of December. 
Two agencies (Interior and NASA) said that they would need an 
entirely new accounting system to be able to report actual 
extramural obligations by that time. Several SBIR agencies 
emphasized that December is the busiest time of the year for their 
budget offices because they are in the process of preparing budget 
submissions to OMB. In conjunction with their budget submissions, 
the agencies prepare OMB exhibit 44, which details actual total 
(but not extramural) research obligations for the completed fiscal 
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year. According to an OMB budget examiner, agencies often do not 
make final their research obligation figures until mid- or late 
January. Most agencies believed that it would take a significant 
amount of additional effort to identify the extramural portion of 
their actual total res'earcb obligations. However, nearly all the 
agencies believed that they could report actual extramural 
obligations to SBA by the first of March. 

We believe that agencies could report actual extramural 
obligation data to SBA with little or no additional effort if SBA 
moved the due date for agencies extramural obligation data from 
the end of December to March 1. The reporting would coincide with 
the usual due date for agencies' data for the NSF annual survey of 
federal funds, in which they already report actual extramural 
research obligations for the most recently completed fiscal year. 

It should be noted that delaying submission of this 
particular data element need not appreciably delay SBA's annual 
SBIR program report to the Congress. Agencies could continue 
reporting other SBIR program information used in the annual report 
by the end of December. (In ch. 3 we also recommend that SBA 
delay the due date for agencies' reporting of the relatively small 
amount of data required on non-SBI'R research funding goals for 
small businesses. Such a delay would help agencies to report 
consistent funding figures to SBA and OMB.) SBA would thus have 
as much time as ever to prepare the majority of the report--a 
process that SBA now completes in late February. 

Agencies' compliance with SBIR 
funding provisions 

Using the best data available (actual extramural research 
obligations reported to either SBA or NSF), we determined that 4 
of 11 participating agencies in fiscal year 1983 and 8 of 11 
agencies in fiscal year 1984 met or exceeded their mandatory SBIR 
funding percentages. Table 2.5 shows each agency's SBIR funding 
compliance and the narrow margin (less than .06 percent) by which 
most agencies fell short of the required percentages. 
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Table 2.5: 

Agencies’ Caspiiance with Legislated 

S8lR Funding R~uir~nts 

FY 1983 FY 1984 

Actual extra SBIR dol lars Actual extra SBIR dollars 

mural obllga awarded Requ i red Actua I Did mural obl iga awarded Requ I red Actua t Did 

tlons reported reported al location al location a*n=y tions reported reported al location al location agency 

APCY to NSF or S8A to s8A percentage percentage comply? to NSF or S8A to SBB vintage percentage CornplY? - 

USDA 

DQD 

fxx 

ED 

#IS 

DOI 

DOT 

N EPA 
I- NASA 

NSF 

NRC 

s 288,500 

14,932,800a 

2,618,605d 

100,200 

J,318,342g 

108,400 

272,100 

147,500 

1,527,200 

926,700g 

183,900 

S 555.4 

20,086.ob 

4,985.O 

311 l o 

7,300.7 

208.0 

253.4 

248.0 

50.0e 
5,173.of 

399.2 

0.2 

0.1 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.2 
0.2 

0.2 

0.2 

0.192 No s 270,200g f l&83.3 0.6 0.623 Yes 

0.134 Yes 16,304,130a,h 44,584& 0.3 0.273 No 

0.190 No 2,537,20od 16,392.8 0.6 0.646 Yes 

0.310 Yes 105,200 693.7 0.6 0.659 Yes 

0.220 Yes 3,760,162g 23,320.2 0.6 6.620 Yes 

0.192 No 76,800 805.8 0.6 1 l #Q Y0S 

0.093 No 272,100h 1,677.O 0.6 0.616 Yes 

0.168 No 156,500 852.8 0.6 0.545 No 

0.003 N-0 1,778,600 5,OOO.oe 0.6 0.281 No 

0.558 Yes 1,088,35Og 6,%4.8f 0.6 0.640 Yes* 
0.184 No 167,800 1,144.o 0.6 0.682 Yes 

aRepresents actual extramural obligations reported to NSF minus a 105 deduction for intelligence R&D. 

blncludes phase II awards under Defense Small Business Advanced Technology (DESAT) Program for $4.787 million. 

Clncludes awards under DESAT for $3.062 million. 

dRepresents actual extramural obligations reported to NSF minus deduction for atomic energy defense programs. 

eNASA awards made with FY 1983 SBIR funds totaled $4.95 million. However, virtually all of the awards were made in early FY 1984, making 

them FY 1984 obligations. Awards made with FY 1984 SBIR funds totaled $13.4 million, virtually all of which were made in FY 1985, making 
them FY 1985 obligations. 

fAll awards resulted frcm prior years’ solicitations. 

gActual extramural obligations reported to S8A. These were the only agencies that reported actual extramural obligations to S8A. 

hSsA maintains that DOD’s FY 1984 extramural budget should be $17,879,000,000 and that DOT’s FY 1984 extramural budget should be 

S422,700,000. (See following pages.) 
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DOD SHOULD DETERMINE AND 
CONSISTENTLY APPLY A SINGLE BASIS 
FOR CALCULATING R&D DOLLARS 

A disagreement between SBA and DOD over the amount of DOD's 
fiscal year 1984 extramural R&D budget surfaced a fundamental 
difference of opinion as to the proper basis for calculating that 
amount. SB'A, using figures that DOD had reported in NSF's annual 
survey of federal R&D funding, estimated DOD's extramural budget 
to be about $17.9 billion, while DOD contended that the proper 
figure was actually about $2 billion less. The primary reason for 
the difference was that DlOD excluded the operational systems 
development category of funds in its research appropriations when 
calculating extramural R&D dollars reported to SBA. DOD excluded 
the category because it believed that the category did not conform 
to the statutory definition of R&D. SBA maintained that the 
disputed funds should be included in DOD's extramural budget 
because DOD had classified its operational systems funds as 
research funds when reporting under NSF's annual survey and the 
President's budget prepared by OMB, both of which use the same 
definition of R&D as does the SBIR program act. 

SBA estimates that the difference in extramural budget 
figures will increase from the $2 billion in fiscal year 1984 to 
more than $7 billion in fiscal year 1985. More importantly, these 
differences translate into respective differences of $10.8 million 
and $35.6 million in the amounts that DOD must spend under its 
SBIR programs --more than enough to mean the difference between 
DOD'S compliance and noncompliance with the act's SBIR program 
funding provisions. 

In 1983 the Comptroller General of the United States decided 
that the nature of the activities being funded, rather than labels 
applied to appropriations, should be the basis used to determine 
the amount of agencies' extramural R&D budgets for purposes of the 
SBIR program act. DOD, in commenting on a draft of this report, 
said that it had carefully applied this principle in reevaluating 
its position and had reaffirmed that the subject activities do not 
fall within the act's definition of R&D. We believe, however, 
that DOD's plans to continue classifying the activities as R&D 
when reporting funding information for other purposes raises 
serious doubt regarding the adequacy of its reevaluation efforts. 

Disaqreenent over DOD's 
extramural R&D budget 

DOD obtains R&D funds under appropriations entitled 
"Research, Development, Testinq and Evaluation" (RDT&E). The 
appropriations are subdivided into 6 categories: Research (6.1), 
Exploratory Development (6.2), Advanced Development (6.3), 
Engineering Development (6.4), Management and Support (6.5), and 
Operational Systems Development (6.6). The disagreement over 
DOD's extramural R&D budget centers on Operational Systems 
Development (6.6). 
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According to DOD's budget manual, the Operational Systems 
Development category includes those projects still in full-scale 
engineering development but which have either been approved for 
production or for which production funds for either the budget 
year or subsequent fiscal year have been included in DOD's budget 
submission. DOD has taken the position that funds in this 
category do not conform to the definition of R&D contained in the 
SBIR statute. Accordingly, DOD excludes the extramural portion of 
funds in this category from the extramural R&D dollars that it 
reports to SBA under provisions of the act. 

SBA, on the other hand, maintains that funds in category 6.6 
should be counted as part of DOD's extramural R&D dollars. SBA 
argues that DOD includes the extramural portion of funds in 
category 6.-6 when reporting extramural R&D funding data in the NSF 
annual survey of federal R&D. As discussed previously, SBA uses 
the NSF survey data to check the reasonableness of funding figures 
that agencies report to it under the act. SBA uses the NSF survey 
instead of other potential independent data sources because it 
identifies extramural (rather than just total) R&D funding. 

The Acting Administrator, Office of Innovation and Research 
Technology, SBA, also argues that DOD includes category 6.6 funds 
when reportinq total R&D funding data to OMB in connection with 
the President'sqet. Noting that the SBIR program act, the NSF 
survey, and the budget all use the same definition of R&D, SBA 
considers the category 6.6 activities to be R&D and thus maintains 
that extramural funds in that category should be counted as part 
of DOD's extramural R&D budget. 

DOD acknowledges that it uses the above different bases for 
computing R&D funding data. In a March 1984 letter to SBA, 
however, DOD asserted that its method of computing extramural R&b 
figures for SBIR purposes was consistent with a definition agreed 
to in 1982 by DOD, SBA, OMB, and the Subcommittee on General 
Oversight of the House Committee on Small Business. When we asked 
for documentation of this agreement, DOD provided us with an 
October 1982 letter to OMB and the House Subcommittee that 
explained the fund categories that DOD intended to include in its 
extramural R&D budget figures. DOD could not, however, provide us 
with documentation showing that the other parties either accepted 
or rejected its intended method. SBA told us that it did not make 
such an agreement with DOD. 

Resolving this disagreement is important because it directly 
affects DOD's compliance with the statutory SBIR funding 
provisions. As previously explained, the act mandates that 
agencies spend specified percentages of extramural R&D funds 
through their SBIR programs. For this reason, differences in 
extramural R&D amounts translate into different SBIR program 
funding requirements. In the DOD situation, the resulting 
difference is sufficiently large to make the difference between 
compliance and noncompliance with the act. 
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The effect of the disagreement on DOD's achievement of SBIR 
program funding requirements for fiscal year 1984 is shown in 
table 2.6. Mote that act'ual SBIR spending exceeded the required 
amount per DOD figures, but fell short of the requirement based on 
SBAvs figures. 

Table 2.6: 

Effect of Differing DODI/SBA Extramural Budget 
Figures on DODD's Achievement of Required 

SBIR Fundinq Levels in Fiscal Year 1984 

Per SBA Per DOD Difference 

-------------(millions)----------- 

Extramural R&D budget 
Statutory percentage 

for SBIR 
Minimum SBIR funding 

requirement 
Actual SBIR fundinga 
Amount over (under) 

requirement 

$17,879 $15,848 $2,031 

0.3% 0.3% 

53.6 42.8 10.8 
44.6 44.6 

(9.0) 1.8 

aIncludes DESAT awards. 

The likely effect of the differing budget figures will be 
more pronounced in fiscal year 1985. SBA projects that the gap in 
extramural R&D budget figures will widen to $7.12 billion,9 which 
wrruld equate to a $35.6 million difference in required SBIR 
funding. 

Previous Comptroller General decision 

The Comptroller General ruled on a similar situation 
involving the computation of NASA's fiscal year 1983 extramural 
budget and resulting SBIR funding requirement. The review and 
decision resulted from NASA's specific request. The Comptroller 
General's March 1983 decision16 stated that NASA should apply the 
SBIR program act's definition of R&D without regard to 
appropriation titles in calculating its 1983 SBIR minimum funding 
requirement-- a principle we believe applies to the current DOD 
situation. 

9Computed as $35.6 million (the difference between SBA and DOD 
estimates of DOD's FY 1985 SBIR funding requirement) divided by 
0.5 percent (DOD's statutory percentage for FY 1985). 

lo62 Comp. Gen. 232 (1983). 
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The central question in the NASA case was whether its 
required SBIR funding amount should be calculated as a percentage 
of total funds appropriated under the title "Research and 
Development" or whether it should be calculated instead by 
distinguishing between R&D activities and operational activities, 
both of which were included under the R&D appropriation. At issue 
were a number of programs, most notably the space shuttle program, 
which NASA's budget submission and related documents recognized 
had concluded their research and development phase and had become 
operational. As in the DOD situation, NASA had consistently 
classified the activities in question as R&D for purposes of NSF's 
annual survey and OMB's Special Analysis K (a summary of federal 
research 'funds in the President's budget). For this reason, SBA 
contended that the activities in question should be counted as R&D 
for the purpose of calculating NASA's required SBIR funding level. 

The Comptroller General maintained, however, that the 
Congress clearly appropriated funds for certain NASA operational 
activities under the title of R&D and that it would be contrary to 
congressional intent for NASA's required SBIR funding level to be 
based on amounts not available for R&D. He therefore concluded 
that NASA's SBIR funding requirement should be based only on those 
programs funded through its R&D appropriation that actually 
constitute R&D as defined by the SBIR program act. The 
Comptroller also noted that by regularly classifying the entire 
appropriation as R&D funding in data reported for NSF's annual 
survey and OMB's Special Analysis K, NASA created a misleading 
impression of the total amount of funds available for R&D and thus 
for application to SBIR programs. In this regard, he endorsed 
OMB's suggestion that NASA (in addition to excluding operational 
activities from Special Analysis K data, as NASA had already begun 
doing in the fiscal year 1984 budget) change the title of its R&D 
appropriation to reflect its operational activities. 

We did not take the additional time necessary to determine 
whether or not the specific DOD activities funded under category 
6.6 meet the statutory definition of R&D. 

A consistent DOD position 
is needed to resolve 
the disagreement 

In commenting on a draft of this report, DOD said that it had 
very carefully examined the act's definitions of research and 
extramural budget and had reaffirmed its position that the 
activities funded under the 6.6 category are not included. DOD 
said that in so doing, it took into account the principle 
established in the Comptroller General's decision in the NASA case 
in that its conclusion was governed by the nature of the 
activities rather than labels attached thereto. Nevertheless, DOD 
subsequently told us that it would continue to classify the 6.6 
activities as R&D for purposes of NSF's annual survey and the 
President's budget. 
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In our view, DOD's persistence in classifying these funds 
differently for SBIR purposes raises serious doubt regarding the 
adequacy of its recent reevaluation efforts and needlessly 
prolongs the disagreement with SBA. Given that the law 
establishing the SBIR proqram, the NSF survey, and OMB use the 
same definitions, we fail to see how DOD can logically conclude 
that the activities in category 6.6 are not R&D in the case of 
SBIR, but that they are R&D for the other purposes. As discussed 
previously, it is this inconsistent treatment that causes the 
disagreement with S&A, Accordingly, we believe that DOD needs to 
make a definitive decision as to whether or not the subject 
activities are R&D and demonstrate its resolve by consistently 
applying its decision when reporting to NSF and OMB. SBA told us 
that this action would resolve its disagreement with DOD. 

DOT AND SBA SHOULD RESOLVE 
DISAGREEMENT OVENR DOT's FISCAL 
YEAR 1984 EXTRAMURAL RUDGET 

SBA and DOT have disagreed about the correct amount of DOT's 
extramural R&D budget for both fiscal years 1983 and 1984. The 
agencies' figures differed by almost $175 million ($272.2 million 
vs. $97.6 million) in fiscal year 1983 and by almost $123 million 
($422.7 million vs. $300 million) in fiscal year 1984. 

The 1983 and 1984 discrepancies resulted because (1) 
according to DOT, it mistakenly classified certain funds as 
extramural R&D in its NSF annual survey when the funds were 
actually intramural R&D, (2) DOT excluded those extramural R&D 
obligations occurring in fiscal year 1983 and fiscal year 1984 
that resulted from prior year appropriations, and (3) DOT used an 
inappropriate definition of extramural R&D when computing fiscal 
year 1983 figures reported to SBA. 

DQT corrected its definition of extramural R&D in fiscal year 
1984 and plans to officially revise its reported 1984 extramural 
figures to reflect the misclassified extramural funds. SBA 
maintains-- and we agree-- that DOT's fiscal year 1984 extramural 
budget reported to SBA should also be adjusted to include the 
fiscal year 1984 obligations resulting from prior year 
appropriations because, as discussed previously, the act requires 
that extramural R&D budgets be determined on the basis of actual 
obligations during the year rather than on amounts appropriated. 

Table 2.7 shows the difference between SBA's and DOT's 
computation of DOT's fiscal years 1983 and 1984 extramural 
budgets. It also highlights the corresponding difference in 
apparent compliance with the act's SBIR funding provisions. Under 
the act, DOT was required to spend at least 0.2 percent and 0.6 
percent of its fiscal year 1983 and fiscal year 1984 extramural 
R&D budgets, respectively, via the SBIR program. 
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Ta'ble 2.7: 

WVs FY 1983 anld FY 1984 Extra~murat R&D Budgets 

FY 1983 FY 1984 

As determined As determined As detwmfned As determined 

by SFiA by DOT Dffference SBA by by DDT Difference 

-------------- ~-(Q,Qo)-----------------------“----------I- 

Extra~mural 

budget 1272,158 $97,600 $174,558 $422,700 6300,000 $122,700 

Amount of 

SBIR awards 253 253 - 1,677 1,677 

M-cent of axtra- 

mural budget 

awwdsd via 

SBlR progra~m .Q93 .259 .166 .397 .559 .I62 

One reason for the difference in fiscal year 1983 figures was 
that DOT excluded from figures reported to SBA "nondiscretionary" 
extramural research obligations--those from funds for which the 
Congress designated intended recipients. Following discussions 
with SBA, DOT's general counsel subsequently determined that the 
SBIR program act did not support such exclusions; DOT revised its 
extramural research definition accordingly for fiscal year 1984. 

Another reason for the differences was that, when reporting 
to SBA for bIoth years, DOT excluded amounts it said were really 
intramural obligations erroneously reported as extramural 
obligations in the NSF annual survey. According to a DOT budget 
analyst, this error occurred when an incorrect historical 
percentage figure was used as a shortcut to divide total R&D 
obligations into intramural and extramural portions. DOT informed 
SBA in November 1984 that it had initiated action to correct this 
error in the next (fiscal year 1985) publication of the NSF annual 
survey data. (As previously noted, the actual obligations for a 
fiscal year are reported in the NSF annual survey which is usually 
submitted in March of the following fiscal year.) SBA 
subsequently notified DOT that it will adjust its determination of 
DOT's fiscal year 1984 extramural budget accordingly as soon as 
the revised figures are officially published. 

A third reason for the differences between SBA's and DOT's 
extramural budget figures was that DOT, when reporting to SBA, 
excluded fiscal year 1983 and fiscal year 1984 extramural 
obligations resulting from funds appropriated in prior years. 
DOTfs general counsel interpreted the term "total obligations," as 
used in the act's definition of extramural budget, to mean the 
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obligational authority contained in the appropriation act or acts 
for the particular year. Under DOT's appropriation acts, however, 
research funds are "no-year money," which if not obligated in the 
year appropriated may ble obligated in following years. Based on 
the general counsel's definition, DOT thus excluded from its 
extramural budget those obligations ($26.3 million) that were 
funded from prior-year appropriations. 

SBA notified DOT of its disagreement with DOT's 
interpretation, stressing its position that the act clearly 
requires that the extramural budget be based on the actual 
obligations made during the fiscal year rather than on the amount 
appropriated for the fiscal year. SBA therefore reaffirmed its 
position that DOT's fiscal year 1984 extramural budget should be 
increased by $26.3 million. 

As discussed earlier, we share SBA's belief that the act 
requires agencies to compute their extramural budgets on the basis 
of actual obligations. In its August 1985 comments on our draft 
report, DOT agreed to begin (with fiscal year 1985) reporting all 
extramural research obligations for the year, regardless of when 
the funds were appropriated. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Participating agencies, for the most part, conducted SBIR 
programs in accordance with the act and SBA's policy directive 
during fiscal years 1983 and 1984. Most agencies either met or 
came very close to their required SBIR percentages. Four of 11 
participating agencies in fiscal year 1983 and 8 of 11 agencies in 
fiscal year 1984 technically awarded the required percentage of 
their extramural research budgets through SBIR programs. In 
fiscal year 1983, five of the seven noncomplying agencies awarded 
between 0.16 and 0.19 percent of their extramural budgets, 
compared with a 0.2-percent requirement. The other two 
noncomplying agencies awarded 0.093 and 0.003 percent of their 
respective extramural budgets, compared with a 0.2-percent 
requirement. In fiscal year 1984, two of the three noncomplying 
agencies awarded 0.28 and 0.55 percent of their extramural 
budgets, compared with a 0.6-percent requirement; the other 
noncomplying agency awarded 0.27 percent of its extramural budget, 
compared with a 0.3-percent requirement. 

Most agencies have not reported funding amounts to SBA based 
on actual obligations, which we believe the act requires. We 
recognize the difficulty of agencies reporting actual extramural 
obligations by SBA's late December due date, but we believe that 
agencies could report this particular data if SBA changed its 
deadline to the first of March. Agencies already compile and 
report to NSF their actual extramural research obligations, 
normally due by the first of March. Accordingly, we and most of 
the agencies see no difficulty in reporting this data to SBA at 
the same time. A later SBA reporting deadline for this one data 
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element should not appreciably delay SBA's annual SBIR report to 
the Congress, and it would permit the report to more accurately 
reflect agencies' compliance with this important provision of the 
law. 

The issue of whether DOD's extramural budget should include a 
certain category of DOD's RDT&E appropriations has been, and 
continues to be, the subject of disagreement between DOD and SBA. 
SBA maintains that the funds should be classified as research 
funds when computing DOD's extramural budget because DOD 
classified the funds as such when reporting under NSF's annual 
survey and the President's b'udget and because the NSF survey and 
President's budget use the same definition of R&D as contained in 
the SBIR program act. DOD, on the other hand, believes that the 
category does not conform to the statutory definition of R&D. 
Timely resolution of this disagreement is important because SBA 
estimates that the resultant difference in extramural budget 
figures will increase from $2 billion in fiscal year 1984 to more 
than $7 billion in fiscal year 1985-- more than enough to mean the 
difference between DOD's compliance and noncompliance with the 
act's SBIR program funding provisions. 

A principle set forth in a 1983 Comptroller General decision 
in connection with a similar situation involving NASA's extramural 
budget is applicable to the DOD situation. That is, the nature of 
the activities being funded, rather than labels applied to 
appropriations, should be the basis used to determine the proper 
amount of agencies' extramural R&D budgets for purposes of the 
act. While DOD claims to have applied this principle in 
reevaluating the issue, we question the adequacy of DOD's effort 
on the basis that its result directly contradicts DOD'S 
classification of the funds for other than SBIR purposes. DOD 
labels the activities in the 6.6 appropriation category research 
when reporting to NSF and OMB but not when reporting to SBA for 
SBIR purposes although all three recipients define research in the 
same way. It is difficult to see the logic in DOD's position. 
In our opinion, DOD's persistence in maintaining such a position 
casts continued doubt on the accuracy of its SBIR funding figures 
and needlessly prolongs its dispute with SBA. 

DOT has taken steps to correct fiscal year 1984 extramural 
obligation figures reported to NSF-- an action which will partially 
resolve a DOT-SBA disagreement over DOT's fiscal year 1984 
extramural budget. Regarding the unresolved aspect of the 
disagreement, SBA maintains, and we agree, that the act requires 
extramural R&D budgets to be determined on the basis of actual 
obligations incurred during the year rather than on amounts 
appropriated. Therefore, we believe that DOT should have included 
funds obligated from prior-year appropriations in its fiscal year 
1984 extramural budget. By doing so, however, DOT would have only 
slightly lowered (by ,045 percent) the reported percentage of its 
extramural budget awarded under its SBIR program. 
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RECOMMENDATION TO THE HEADS OF 
AGENCIES WITH SBIR PROGRAMS 

To permit proper determination of compliance with the funding 

/ 
provisions of the Small Busines's Innovation Development Act of 
1982, we recommend that the heads of appropriate agencies with 
SBIR programsll report actual fiscal year extramural research and 
development obligations (not estimates) to SBA. 

RECQMMBNDATICN TO THE 
SECRETARY OF DEFENSES 

We recommend that the Secretary of Defense determine 
definitively which, if any, activities funded under the 
Operational Systems Development category of DOD's Research, 
Development, Testing and Evaluation appropriations conform to the 
common definition used in reporting research and development 
funding for purposes of the Small Business Innovation Development 
Act of 1982, the National Science Foundation's annual survey of 
federal R&D funds, and the special analysis of federal R&D funds 
in the President's budget. The Secretary should then instruct the 
responsible DOD officials to consistently apply the Secretary's 
determination when reporting R&D funding data to the three 
recipients. 

RECOMMENDATION TO THE 
SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION 

We recommend that the Secretary of Transportation, beginning 
in fiscal year 1985, include all research and development 
obligations, regardless of the year during which the funds were 
appropriated, when reporting annual extramural R&D funding data to 
SBA for purposes of the Small Business Innovation Development Act 
of 1982. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE ADMINISTRATOR, 
SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 

We recommend that the Small Business Administrator 

--revise SBA's policy directive containing reporting 
requirements for SBIR program data to require agencies to 
report "extramural R&D obligations" rather than "extramural 
R&D budget authority" and 

--revise the deadline for agencies' reporting of this data 
to March 1 of each year, the deadline for agencies 
reporting the same data to the National Science Foundation. 

"This recommendation requires a change to current practices by 
DOE, DOI, DOT, DOD, ED, EPA, NASA, and NRC. 
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AGENCY COMMENTS AND GAO RESPOWSE 

The affected agencies generally agreed with our 
recommendation for reporting to SBA actual extramural R&D 
obligations. SBA concurred with our recommended revisions to its 
policy directive and to its deadline for agencies' reporting of 
extramural R&D obligations. QOT stated that it had taken action 
to implement our recolmmendation on reporting all extramural R&D 
obligations made during each fiscal year. 

SBA and DOD, however, did not agree with our proposal to 
resolve their disagreement over the composition of DOD's 
extramural research budget. We proposed that the agencies reach 
agreement as to whether the Operational Systems Development 
category (6.6) of DOD's RDT&E appropriation should be included in 
computing DOD's extramural research budget and that the agencies 
base their decision on the nature of the activities funded, i.e., 
the extent to which the activities conform to the act's definition 
of res'earch. We also proposed that the agencies request the 
Comptroller General to provide a formal decision should they be 
unable to resolve the situation. 

In commenting on our proposal, both SBA and DOD believed that 
DOD is responsible for determining its own extramural budget. 
DOD, however, added that it had reexamined the 6.6 activities in 
light of the act's definitions of "research" and "extramural 
budget"' and had reaffirmed its conclusion that the activities are 
not included. 

We question the adequacy of DOD's determination. In 
response to our subsequent inquiries, DOD indicated that it 
would continue to classify the 6.6 funds as research when 
reporting such funds to NSF's annual survey and to OMR. As 
already noted, the SBIR program, the NSF annual survey, and OMB 
reporting instructions use the same fundamental definition of 
R&D. Accordingly, we do not understand how DOD can classify the 
activities differently for purposes of its SBIR program. In our 
opinion, DOD shauld definitively determine whether the 6.6 
category is research and consistently apply that determination in 
its reporting of research funds to SBA, NSF, and OMB. SBA, 
subsequent to its written comments, said that such consistent 
reporting by DOD would resolve the controversy. Because 
resolution of the disagreement is our objective, we modified our 
final recommendation accordingly. 
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CHAPTER 3 

The Small Busines's Innovation Develo8pment Act requires 
agencies having annual research budgets in exce'ss :of $:20 million 
to establish goals for non=SBIR funding agreements' with small 
businesses and to report data on such goals to the Sinall Business 
Administration. Each agency’s goal must at least equal the 
percentage of its research budget awarded to small btlsinesses 
during the preceding year. We found problems with the 
campleteness and appropriateness of goal data that 'agencies 
submitted to SBA for fiscal years 1983 and 198'4--the first 2 years 
that the goal requirement applied. We also found thNat while most 
agencies reported some goal data, they gave minimal effort to 
assuring goal achievement. 

In three cases, agencies did not establish non-SBIR goals. 
AID, ED, and VA met the legislative criteria requiring agencies to 
set goals but did not establish goals in either fiscal year 1983 
or fiscal year 1984. These agencies either were of the opinion 
that they did not meet the legislative criteria or they 
experienced internal confusion as to the office responsible for 
establishing the goals. We believe that the three agencies should 
report required fiscal year 1983 and fiscal year 198'4 goals data 
to SBA as soon as possible, but ED cannot do so becawse of past 
limitations in its information system. A legislative amendment is 
needed, however, to resolve a question arising from a situation 
involving HUD-- should an agency that is required to establish a 
goal in a given year be required to do so every year thereafter, 
even though its R&D funding drops below the prescribed $20 million 
minimum? 

We noted that while most agencies collected and reported 
after-the-fact goal data, few took specific goal-achievement 
actions. In many cases, agencies did not set goals early in the 
fiscal year and make the goals known to those responsible for 
awarding R&D funds. Although we recognize that other factors 
influence agency goal achievement and that these steps will not 
always ensure success, we believe that such actions are necessary 
first steps in agencies' efforts toward goal achievement. 

LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS FOR 
NON-SBIR GOALS 

The Small Business Innovation Development Act, in addition to 
establishing the SBIR program, requires agencies to "establish 
goals"' for research funding agreements to small businesses. Such 
agreements can be in the form of contracts, grants, or cooperative 
agreements. The law requires any agency with an annual research 
budget in excess of $20 million to set goals which must be not 
less than the percentage of total research funds that the agency 
awarded to small businesses the preceding year. In addition, 
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agencies are to report annually to SB'A their goal, bow much money 
they actually awarded to small businesses for research, and the 
number and dollar value of awards over $10,000. 

One of the act's purposes is to enlarge the role of small 
businesses in federally funded research and developm'ent. The 
Congress included the goals provision because it intended the SBIR 
awards to be a net addition to agencies' existing small business 
research awards. Thus, we refer to these awards as "non-SBIR 
goals." SBIR awards cannot be counted toward meeting an agency's 
goal nor can non-SBIR goals awards be counted against required 
SBIR funding percentages. 

SBA has determined that the following agencies are required 
to establish non-SBIR goals: 

Agency for International Development. 
Department of Agriculture. 
Department of Commerce. 
Department of Defense. 
Department of Energy. 
Department of the Interior. 
Department of Justice. 
Department of Transportation. 
Department of Education. 
Department of Housing and urban Development. 
Department of Health and Human Services. 
Environmental Protection Agency. 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 
National Science Foundation. 
Smithsonian Institution. 
Tennessee Valley Authority. 
Veterans Administration. 

According to SBA, in fiscal years 1983 and 1984 these agencies had 
research budgets in excess of $20 million, the criteria 
established by the act. SBA based its determination on "estimated 
obligations," consistent with its procedures for determining 
amounts that agencies must spend in their SBIR programs. As with 
the SBIR programs, SBA obtained estimated obligation figures from 
reports agencies submitted to the National Science Foundation for 
its annual survey and report on federal research funds (see ch. 
2). For fiscal year 1984, however, SBA also later checked its 
initial determinations using actual research obligation figures in 
OMB backup data for the President's budget. We reviewed actual 
fiscal year 1983 and fiscal year 1984 research obligations 
reported to OMB and found that, with the possible exception of HUD 
in fiscal year 1984, SBA correctly identified all eligible 
agencies. (As detailed later in this chapter, HUD's actual 
obligations fell below $20 million in fiscal year 1984, raising 
questions about its continued eligibility.) 
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SBA SHOULD USE REVISED DATA TO 
EVALUATE AGEWCIES GOAL ACHIEVEMEMT 

For fiscal year 1983, SEA requested' the following data from 
the agencies required to have non-SBIR goals: 

--Total research bud;get for both the current and preceding 
fiscal year. 

--Total research 'dollar awards to small businesses for both 
the current and preceding fiscal year. 

--Awards to minority-and women-owned businesses for both the 
preceding and current fiscal year. 

--Current fiscal year's small business dollar goal. 

--Percent of goal achieved for current fiscal year. 

--Total number and dollar value of funding agreements to 
small businesses for current fiscal year categorized by 
contracts, grants, and cooperative agreements. 

--Total number and dollar value of funding agreements to 
other than small businesses for current fiscal year 
categorized by contracts, grants, and cooperative 
agreements. 

The "total research dollar" figure and the "dollars awarded 
to small businesses" figure are critical data elements for 
determining an agency's non-SBIR goal. An agency's total research 
budget is used as the "base" or denominator by which the amount 
awarded to small businesses is divided. The resulting percentage 
figure is the agency's "goal" in the following year. In some 
cases agencies did not provide one or both of these numbers and, 
thus, no goal could be established. In other cases agencies 
provided figures for all requested data elements, but did not 
report their total research dollars. Instead, these agencies 
reported only extramural dollars where total research dollars were 
called for. An agency's total research budget, as defined by SBA 
and supported by the legislation, includes both intramural dollars 
(money spent on research to be done in the agency itself) and 
extramural dollars (money spent outside the agency for research). 
While the base used to calculate the goal does not affect the 
actual dollars awarded to small businesses, it does affect the 
percentage. Percentage goals based on extramural research 
obligations will appear higher than those based on total research 
obligations, even when actual small business dollars are the same. 

Non-SBIR goals data was 
inconsistent for fiscal year 1983 

Six agencies provided incomplete data to SBA in their fiscal 
year 1983 annual reports while two provided no data at all. The 
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agencies that submitted incomplete data were DOC, DOJ, DOT, EPA, 
NASA, and SI. Three of the six--DOJ, DOT, and NASA--said that 
they could not provide all requested data because SBA's reporting 
form arrived late and that they had difficulties retrieving 
certain requested fiscal year 1982 data from their information 
systems. SBA's reporting form requested previous year's data for 
research money spent with small businesses--data which the 
agencies' information systems did not track during fiscal year 
1982. EPA said that, because of internal confusion, it did not 
implement the non-SBIR goal provisions until April 1984. For this 
reason, EPA submitted a fiscal year 1983 report with only fiscal 
year 1983 data and estimated fiscal year 1984 data. SI, reporting 
in April and using its own reporting form, reported fiscal year 
1983 data and estimated fiscal year 1984 data.12 DOC did not 
provide dGlrllar amounts for awards to small businesses for fiscal 
year 1983. ED and AID provided no data at all for reasons which 
are discussed later in this chapter. 

In all, 10 agencies responded to all required data elements. 
However, 6 of the 10 reported extramural dollars rather than total 
research dollars. Although the actual amount of money an agency 
awards to small businesses does not change for that year, if the 
agency calculates its goal on one base rather than another, the 
act requires that non-SBIR goals be based on an agency's total 
research budget, which includes both intramural and extramural 
research dollars. 

A possible contributing factor to most agencies not reporting 
the required total research dollars is that SBA's reporting form 
did not define specifically what information should be included 
for certain data elements. For example, item 1 on the SBA goals 
report format asked for "Previous Fiscal Year Total R, R&D 
Awards," without defining the term "awards." Also, item 3 on the 
same report requires the current fiscal year "Total R, R&D 

Fr 
'I again without defining "budget." Reporting requirements 

or the non-SBIR goals provisions in SBA's August 1983 policy 
directive adds more confusion in that it called for an agency's 
"current fiscal year total R, R&D budget authority." This is 
inconsistent with the act, which requires that total research 
obligations be used in calculating non-SBIR goals, 

12SI did not report until April because it did not believe the 
act applied to SI. In a letter to SBA, SI stated that it was 
nat a federal agency as defined by the act but also stated that 
it was SI's policy to support such programs. In the end, SI 
chose to submit a goals report and not pursue its possible 
exemption at that time. 
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Fiscal year 1984 goals data 
but still contained problems 

improved 

Many of fiscal year 1983's data problems were resolved in 
fiscal year 1984. S'pecifically, most agencies reported to SBA and 
submitted complete data. Of the 18 goals agencies, 14 reported 
information for all thee required data elements. Only three 
reported no data, while one reported incomplete data. In 
addition, SBA revised its reporting forms by adding definitions of 
the data element requirements as well 8;s' by showin#g how to 
calculate a goal. SNBA officials also held a meeting for all 
agency non-SBIR goals representatives in order to explain the form 
and what data each item on the form required. 
improvements, 

Despite these 
differences existed in the total research dollar 

mounts which agencies reported to SBA for fiscal year 1984 and 
those which the agencies reported to OMB for the President's 
budget. We found that even though the act requires agencies to 
use the same definition of research for their submissions to SBA 
as that which OMB requires for agency budget submissions, agencies 
reported different amounts to the two agencies. 

We requested and received explanations for the differing 
amounts from 14 of the 18 goals agencies.13 Four of the 14 
agencies explained that they had reported extramural dollars to 
SBA by reporting only contract dollars (and excluding items like 
interagency agreements, grants, and cooperative agreements). 
Agencies said that these items were included in their submissions 
to OMB. One agency excluded administrative costs for its in-house 
research efforts (salaries, expenses, and travel) when reporting 
to SBA but not OMB. Two other agencies said that they reported 
estimated figures to SBA while reporting actual figures to OMB. 
Two agencies whose submissions to SBA were higher than their 
submissions to OMB had included the cost of facilities in their 
data to SBA. While OMB collects agency figures for the cost of 
facilities, OMB requires agencies to separate the cost of doing 
research (total conduct of R&D) from the cost of facilities in 
their budget submissions. The act's definition of research and 
development is essentially the same as OMB's definition for "total 
conduct of R&D," which does not include the cost of facilities. 
The remaining five agencies gave various other reasons for the 
differences. 

As explained earlier (see ch. 2), the SBIR legislation and 
OMB'scguidance on preparing agency submissions for the President's 
budget use the same fundamental definitions for research. We did 
not find any compelling reasons in the agencies' explanations for 
why they reported on different activities in SBA and OMB reports. 

13We did not request explanations from four agencies--AID, VA, 
HUD, and ED. AID, VA, and HUD did not report to SBA at all in 
fiscal year 1984 for reasons discussed later in this chapter. 
ED reported partial information-- its total obligations for 
research-- but this figure did not differ from that reported to 
OMB. 
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We believe, therefore, that all agencies reuuired to set non-SBIR 
goals should take steps to assure that these reports are 
consistent. 

A possible contributing factor for inconsistencies in these 
budget figures is the timing of the two reports. SBA requires 
agencies to submit annual reports by December 30th. Final agency 
budget submissions to OMB for the President's budget are due 
anywhere from mid-to late January. In our discussions with OMB, 
the official responsible for collecting agencies' submissions for 
research said that most agencies reconcile figures and submit 
revisions to OMB up until the final cut-off date. Most agencies 
told us that they could not report the same figures to SBA and OMB 
for this reason, but that they could report the same figures to 
both agencies if SBA delayed its deadline for reporting non-SBIR 
goals data to the end of January. Because agencies are still 
finalizing obligation figures until the end of January for OMB, we 
believe that, to aid agencies in reporting consistent numbers to 
both sources, SBA should move back its deadline for reporting 
non-SBIR goals data to the same time. 

AGENCIES NEED TO TAKE FURTHER 
STEPS TO ACHIEVE GOALS 

The act does not prescribe specific non-SBIR goal-setting 
actions that agencies should take, nor does it require that SBA do 
so. The act neither specifies when goals should be established, 
nor does it specifically require that the goals be met. SBA's 
policy directive addresses only data-reporting requirements for 
non-SBIR goals. 

We believe that agencies need to make reasonable efforts to 
meet their established goals. The legislative history indicates 
that the non-SBIR goals provision was included to assure that the 
SBIR awards resulted in a net increase of awards to small 
businesses since agencies could not count the SBIR awards towards 
their goals. In order to realize this objective, agencies must do 
more than establish goals--they must reach them. 

It was not practical for us to determine whether agencies 
actually met their established goals. Because of the previously 
discussed data problems for both fiscal years 1983 and 1984, we 
did not consider data reported to SBA to be an appropriate basis 
for judging goal achievement. Independently developing reliable 
figures would require, in essence, a complete audit of the 18 
agencies' research obligations. However, we believe that agencies 
should take the following actions because goals, which are 
required by the act, are targets for future actions, not only data 
reported at the end of the year. 

--Determine goals in the beginning of the fiscal year rather 
than as an after-the-fact exercise. 
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--Inform bureau/office officials who are responsible for 
awarding R&D funds of the agency goal early in the year so 
that they can plan procurement actions accordingly. 

--Collect the jnformation need'ed to es'tablish goals early to 
determine whether the agency has achieved its goal by the 
end of the fiscal year, and to enable fulfillment of SBA's 
reporting requirements. 

While we recognize that taking these steps will not guarantee goal 
achievement and that other factors are involved, we b'elieve that 
they are preferable to leaving goal achievement es'sentially to 
chance by treating it as an after-the-fact reporting exercise, as 
many agencies have done thus far. 

Agencies have put a minimum 
effort into non-SBIR 
goals achievement 

While most agencies have collected and reported goals 
information to SBA, few have taken our other suggested goal- 
achievement actions. (See table 3.1.) 
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Table 3.1: 

Number of GAQ Glnals' Criteria Met by Agencies 

Fiscal Year 1983 Fiscal Year 1984 

AID 

DO'C 

DOD 

DOE 

DO1 

DOJ 

DQT 

ED 

EPA 

HHS 

HUDa 

NASA 

NRC 

NSF 

SI 

TVA 

VA 

USDA 

set goals Collects 'Informs Set goals Colltects Informs 
in advance'infsrmation offices in advance information offices 

- - - - - - 

x X X X X X 

xp X X X X X 

X X X X X X 

X X X X X X 

X X X X X X 

- X - - X - 

- - - - X - 

- X - - X - 

X X X X X X 

- X - - - - 

- X - - X - 

- X - - X - 

X X X X X X 

- X - - X - 

- X - - X - 

- X - - - - 

- X - - X - 

aHUD did not submit a report in fiscal year 1984 claiming exclusion 
from the goals provision because its research budget fell below $20 
million. 
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Nine agencies in fiscal year 1983 and eight agencies in 
fiscal year 1984 met only one of our three suggested 
criteria-- they collected information about their goals. By 
comparison, seven agencies in fiscal years 1983 and 1984 met all 
three of our criteria by also determining their goals early and 
informing bureaus about those goals. (These agencies also 
submitted annual reports to SBA.) For fiscal year 1983, two 
agencies--AID and ED--neither collected information nor submitted 
a report on their non-SBIR goals. In fiscal year 1984, three 
agencies--AID, HUD, and VA--did neither of these activities. 

The responsible officials in AID, ED, VA, and HUD said that 
they did not collect or report non-SBIR goals data because either 
(1) their agencies did not meet legislative budget criteria 
requiring them to establish non-SBIR goals, (2) internal confusion 
existed as to which office was responsible for implementing these 
activities, or (3) data was lost in the process of preparing a 
report to SBA. 

VA, ED, AND AID NEED TO 
TAKE ACTIONS TO MEET 
NON-SBIR GOAL PROVISIONS 

Veterans Administration 

Although VA's total research obligations for fiscal year 1983 
and fiscal year 1984 were well above the $20 million statutory 
minimum ($163.9 million and $190.3 million 

114 
respectively), it did 

not "establish goals" in fiscal year 1984. Officials in VA's 
Office of Small and Disadvantaged Business Utilization said that 
although VA's total research budget exceeded $20 million, most of 
the agency's research is done in-house. For this reason, the 
officials believed that VA should not be subject to the non-SBIR 
goals requirements and consequently had not collected data or 
reported to SBA. SBA sent a letter to VA on February 2, 1985, 
notifying officials that VA is required to establish goals and to 
report to SBA on them. VA said that it would do so in its August 
1985 comments on our draft report. 

Department of Education 

ED did not set goals in either fiscal year 1983 or fiscal 
year 1984 but, according to the new director of its Office of 
Smal.$ and Disadvantaged Business Utilization, the agency will be 
doing so in fiscal year 1985. ED did submit a report to SBA for 
fiscal year 1984 but was able to report only total research data 
due to problems with obtaining other required information from its 
information system. It could not retrieve dollar amounts spent 

14VA reported goals data to SBA in fiscal year 1983, but that data 
reflected only the dollars of one organizational unit and not 
the entire agency. 
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with small businesses and thus could not establish a goal. For 
fiscal year 1983, ED did nothing to meet non-SBIR goals provisions 
because of uncertainty as to which office should be responsible 
for doing so. According to the above official, there was 
confusion as to whether the responsibility should rest with ED's 
Office of Educatio'n Research, which is responsible for the 
agency's SBIR program, or with the Office of Small and 
Disadvantaged Business Utilization, which is responsible for 
implementing other small business goals in the agency. ED 
officials' said that a decis'ion was made later to place the 
responsibility for the non-SBIR goals with the Office of Small and 
Disadvantaged Business Utilization, but the director of that 
office had been on indefinite sick leave and subsequently died. 
The new director said that he would implement the goals provisions 
for fiscal year 1985 and that modifications are being made to ED's 
information system that will permit identification of required 
goals data for fiscal year 1985 and subsequent years. 

Agency for International Development 

AID neither established goals nor reported non-SBIR goals 
data for fiscal year 1983 or fiscal year 1984. For fiscal year 
1983, AID officials responsible for implementing the goals 
provision said that they did not set goals because of some 
confusion as to which office was responsible for doing so. In 
addition, the officials said that the Office of Program 
Information and Analysis had collected the required goals 
information but that it was lost when transmitted to the Office of 
Small and Disadvantaged Business Utilization, which was to prepare 
the report to SBA in fiscal year 1983. Consequently, AID did not 
report to SBA. The AID official currently responsible for 
non-SBIR goals said that AID did not set goals in fiscal year 1984 
because of remaining confusion as to which office would be 
responsible. However, AID said in its July 1985 comments on our 
draft report that it had assigned this responsibility to its 
Office of Small and Disadvantaged Business Utilization and that it 
would be soon submitting to SBA the required goals reports for 
fiscal years 1983 and 1984. 

LEGISLATIVE GUIDANCE IS NEEDED 
FOR AGENCIES WHOSE R&D 
FUWDING DROPS BELOW THE 
STATUTORY MINIMUM 

While the act provides criteria by which to determine whether 
an agency must establish goals, it does not stipulate whether an 
agency that was required to have goals one year should be excused 
from setting goals in a subsequent year because its research 
budget falls below the legislatively prescribed $20 million 
minimum. This situation occurred with HUD in fiscal year 1984. 
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Although HUD submitted a goals report for fiscal year 1983, 
HUD claimed that its research budget did not exceed the $20 
million minimum requirement for participating in the goals 
program. Officials bas'ed their arguments on HUD's budget 
authority figures which totaled $18 million for fiscal year 1983. 
However, BUD's total fiscal year 1983 obligations for research 
were $22.6 million, exceeding the $20 million minimum. 

In fiscal year 1984, HUD again maintained that it did not 
meet the $20 million threshold. In fiscal year 1984, however, 
HUD's total actual research obligations were $17.2 million, well 
below the required minimum. An SBA official res'ponsible for 
preparing SBA's annual report to the Congress said that since the 
law does not provide for this situation and SBA does not have the 
authority to exclude agencies, it will simply report that BUD did 
not submit an annual report and HUD's reasons why. He said that 
because the law is silent on this matter, this is all SBA can do. 

We agree that the law does not specifically address this 
situation. In our opinion, the language of the law is not 
sufficiently clear to determine whether the Congress expected 
agencies to set goals each year once they have done so or whether 
they can withdraw in any year for which they do not exceed the $20 
million criteria. Accordingly, we believe that the act should be 
amended to prescribe a clear policy for such situations in the 
future. 

CONCLUSIONS 

While most qualifying agencies collected and reported 
required data on goals in both fiscal years 1983 and 1984, in most 
instances the reported data for fiscal year 1983 was either 
incomplete or inappropriate. Two qualifying agencies--AID and 
ED--reported no fiscal year 1983 data at all. As a result, 
information needed to either calculate an agency's goal or judge 
attainment of the goal was in most instances not available. 

Reporting problems in fiscal year 1983 consisted primarily of 
agencies not reporting complete data (especially for the preceding 
year) and/or agencies reporting only extramural rather than total 
research dollars as the act requires. Calculating an agency goal 
on an extramural base instead of a total base does not change the 
actual dollar awards to small businesses for a given year, but it 
will change the percentage. In comparing agencies' goals, those 
established by using an extramural base will appear to be higher 
than those established by using a total base for that year, even 
though actual dollars may be the same. For example, if an agency 
has a total research budget of $100 and awarded $10 to small 
businesses, its goal, based on its total budget, is 10 percent (10 
* 100). If it chose to base its goal on its extramural budget, 
which was $50, its goal would be 20 percent (10 + 50). However 
the actual dollars awarded to small businesses--$lO--does not 
change. 
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SBA worked with the agencies to clarify reporting 
requirements, and the overall. quality of reporting improved in 
fiscal year 1984. Although three qualifying agencies (HUD, VA, 
and AID) did not report goals data for fiscal year 1984, the 
remaining agencies, for the most part, provided all requested data 
elements. SBA" however, noted differences between the total 
research dollars that many agencies reported and their actual 
research obligations as reported in the President's budget. 

Since both SBA and OMB require agencies to report actual 
obligations using the same fundamental definitions of research, we 
do not consider the agencies to have compelling reasons why 
amounts reported to the two agencies as total research funds for 
the preceding fiscal year should not agree. We believe that 
agencies should be able to provide SBA with goal-related data 
which adheres to the act's requirements and is consistent with 
data reported in the President's budget. Agencies would be better 
able to do so, however, if SBA delayed its reporting deadline for 
goals data by 1 month (to the end of January). This would more 
nearly coincide with the deadline for revising OMB figures and 
should, in our opinion, not materially delay SBA's annual report 
to the Congress. 

The Congress, however, needs to establish a specific policy 
regarding a goals-related question which first surfaced in fiscal 
year 1984. In this instance, HUD, which qualified as a goals 
participant in fiscal year 1983, did not have the $20 million in 
research obligations requiring participation in fiscal year 1984. 
We believe that the act is not sufficiently clear to determine 
whether or not HUD must continue as a goals participant. While 
the law establishes criteria for mandatory goals participation, it 
does not indicate whether an agency must continue to set goals 
each year after meeting the criteria, or whether the participation 
criteria should be applied annually. However, because the mission 
and budgets of agencies change over time, it seems preferable to 
have an annual criterion. Having a minimum threshold implies that 
the Congress intended that below a certain size, it was not 
worthwhile to maintain the goals requirement. 

While most agencies collected non-SBIR goals information and 
reported it to SBA, they usually did so as an after-the-fact 
exercise to fulfill SBA's reporting requirement. Few have taken 
steps to help assure that they meet their goals--steps such as 
setting goals early in the year and informing procurement offices 
of the goal. Although the act explicitly requires agencies to 
establish and report data on goals, the law's intent is clearly 
that these goals should be met as well. The legislative history 
indicates that SBIR awards are to be a net addition to awards 
already being given to small businesses. Obviously goal 
achievement rather than just goal setting is essential if the 
congressional objective is to be realized. 
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Finally, as indicated earlier, SBA reporting forms and policy 
directives in fiscal year 1983 were unclear regarding the 
definition of "total R, R&D dollars." Many agencies interpreted 
this to mean just extramural research dollars and reported such. 
Additionally, SBA's August 1983 policy directive required that 
agencies report "total RI R&D budget authority," whereas the law 
requires obligations. In fiscal ydar 1984, SBA corrected its 
reporting form so that It now clearly defines each data element. 
However, SBA still needs to conform its September 1984 policy 
directive so tbat it asks for obligations instead of budget 
authority. 

RECOMMENDATI:ON TO 
THE COMGRESS 

When it comes up for reauthorization, the Congress should 
amend Section 4 of the Small Business Innovation Development Act 
of 1982 to clarify application of the criterion for determining 
which agencies must establish non-SBIR goals for research funding 
agreements with small businesses. Specifically, the Congress 
should resolve the ambiguity by making clear that whether an 
agency needs to establish goals should be determined annually by 
applying the stated criterion. 

RECOMMENDATION TO THE ADMINISTRATORS OF 
THE AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
AND THE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION 

We recommend that the AID and VA Administrators submit to SBA 
data for fiscal years 1983 and 1984 regarding non-SBIR goals, in 
accordance with requirements contained in the Small Business 
Innovation Development Act of 1982 and SBA's policy directive. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO HEADS OF AGENCIES 
REQUIRED TO ESTABLISH NON-SBIR GOALS 

We recommend that the heads of applicable agencies subject to 
the non-SBIR goals provisions of the Small Business Innovation 
Dlevelopment Act of 1982: 

--Reassess their respective agencies'15 reports to OMB and 
SBA for fiscal years 1983 and 1984, make them consistent, 
and instruct the appropriate officials to take steps to 
en'sure consistency of these reports in the future. 

--After reviewing OMB and SBA reports, provide SBA with 
revised non-SBIR goals data where necessary. 

15This recommendation applies to the following agencies: DOC, DOD, 
DOE, DOI, DOJ, DOT, EPA, HHS, NASA, NRC, NSF, SI, TVA, and USDA. 
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--Instruct the appropriate offiscials in their respective 
agencies16 to establish goals early in the fiscal year 
and make such goals' known to officials responsible for 
awarding external R&D funds. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE ADMINISTRATOR, 
SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 

We recommend that the Small Business Administrator: 

--Recompute agenciets' non-SBTR goals using revised data 
for fiscal years' 1983 or 1984 that agencies provide to SBA 
after reviewing previously submitted data for consistency 
with data reported to OMB. SBA also should: us'e the 
recomputed fiscal year 1983 goals as the baseline data 
against which to evaluate goal achievement in subsequent 
fiscal years. 

--Change the due date for agencies' submission of non-SBIR 
goal reports to the end of January to coincide with 
agencies' budget submissions to OMB. 

--Revise SBA's policy directive containing reporting 
requirements for non-SBIR goals to require agencies to 
report "total R, R&D dollar obligations" rather than "total 
R, R&D budget authority." 

AGENCY COMME'NTS AND GAO RESPONSE 

Most of the affected agencies generally agreed with our 
findings and recommendations concerning establishing and reporting 
data on non-SBIR goals, and several agencies said that they will 
take steps to correct the problems we cited. For example, AID 
said that it had clarified responsibility for establishing the 
goals as a result of our findings, and both AID and VA said that 
they would soon submit to SBA required data for fiscal years 1983 
and 1984. A few agencies, however, disagreed with certain of our 
recommendations. 

Small Business Administration 

SBA, while agreeing with our administrative recommendations 
to it, questioned the need for our suggestion that the Congress 
clarify application of the criterion for determining which 
agencies must establish non-SBIR goals. SBA believed that the 
magnitude of the problem was not sufficient to warrant an 
amendment to the act. SBA said that instead it could resolve the 
problem through a revision of its policy directive. 

16This recommendation applies to the following agencies: USDA, 
AID, DOT, ED, EPA, NASA, NRC, SI, TVA, and VA. 
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Although we agree that this is' not a serious problem, we do 
not believe that SBA has sufficient authority to resolve it 
administratively through its policy directive. We believe that 
the act authorizes a more limited regulatory role for SBA 
regarding non-SBIR goals than that authorized for the SBIR 
program. In the casle of goals1 SB8A's regulatory authority is 
restricted to reporting requirements and gathering information via 
agencies' annual rE3rp@rrts. Unlike S'BIR programs# the act does not 
authorize SB'A to est@blis8h pcolicy directives for agencies' 
handling of the goals program. Thus, in our opinion, the Congress 
is the appropriate entity to clarify this provision of the law. 

Department of Justice 

DOJ disagreed with our recommendation for improving 
consistency in the reporting of research funding data to SBA and 
OMB. DOJ said that OMB and SBR use definitions for research that 
are "incompatible and will never permit consistency in reporting." 
DOJ points out that while SBA and OMB use the same basic 
definition of R&D, OHB reporting guidance adds a proviso not 
included in SBA reporting guidance. The OMB proviso lists several 
specific activities that agencies are to exclude from their R&D 
figures. 

As discussed previously, we believe the SBA and OMB 
definitions are compatible. According to the responsible OMB 
official, the OMB definition of "research and development," 
including the proviso, is the generally accepted federal 
definition of these terms. The proviso simply identifies 
activities deemed not to conform to the basic definition. An NSF 
official confirmed this, stating that NSF's federal funds survey 
uses the same definition as does OMB. He added that SBA consulted 
NSF on the definition used in its policy directive. SBA's 
definition of R&D is essentially the same as that used by OMB and 
NSF except that it does not explicitly list activities not meeting 
the definition. Therefore, we believe that activities counted as 
research to OMB and NSF should be the same ones counted as 
research to SBA. 

DOJ agreed with our recommendation that agencies, after 
reviewing prior years' research funding data reported to OMB and 
SBA, revise, where necessary, data reported to SBA. DOJ said that 
it had reviewed the reports and no revisions were necessary. We 
believe, however, that DOJ needs to send revised data to SBA. DOJ 
stated in its comments that it contracts for routine monitoring 
and evaluation of an operational program, that it includes these 
contract costs in R&D dollars reported to SBA, but that it 
excludes the same costs from R&D dollars reported to OMB. DOJ 
said that it excludes the costs when reporting to OMB because the 
OMB proviso (discussed above) specifically excludes monitoring and 
evaluation of an operational program. Because the uroviso 
identifies activities deemed not to conform to the basic 
definition of R&D, we believe DOJ has reported research dollars 
to SBA which should not be classified as such. 
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Department of Defense ...-...-mL- 

DOD concurred with our recommendation fo'r consistent 
reporting to OMB and 98'14, and said that its reports to S'BA have 
been consistent with DOD's method of reporting small business 
goals since the beginning of DOD's small business program. It 
added that future reporting to S'BA will be conducted in the same 
manner. However, we believe that DOD's comments do nolt fully 
respond to our recommendation and that DOD needs to take action. 

Regardless of DOD"s reporting methods for its other small 
business goals, Public Law 97-219 requires that an agency 
calculate its non-SBIR goals as a percentage of its total research 
dollar obligations. DOD is one of the five agencies which our 
report notes reported extramural research dollars to SBA rather 
than the required total research dollar obligation figure. In 
f'iscal years 1983 and 1984, DOD reported ,to OMB total research 
dollar obligations of $22.9 billion and $26.4 billion, 
respectively; however, DOD reported $13.6 billion and $15.6 
billion to SBA for these same years. As stated in DOD's comments 
and discussions with us, the figures that it reported to SBA (on 
which goals are based) constitute only contract awards made to 
U.S. business firms. As such, the figures represent extramural 
research dollars, not total research dollars as the law requires. 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

NASA said that compliance with our recommendation that 
agencies establish goals early and make them known to responsible 
officials would not result in a significant change. NASA noted 
that it spends considerable time establishing, monitoring, and 
achieving its other socioeconomic goals and thus is meeting the 
intent of Public Law 97-219. 

The non-SBIR research goals established by Public Law 97-219 
are separate and distinct from general small business funding 
goals required by other legislation. While the non-SBIR research 
goal is a subset of the more general goal, measuring achievement 
of either goal does not necessarily measure achievement of the 
other. As a result, we believe that the two goals need to be 
tracked separately. Given that NASA has already established a 
tracking system to monitor the general small business goals, we 
believe that NASA (or any agency) could add non-SBIR goals to its 
ongoing effort with minimal difficulty. In our opinion, it is 
appropriate that agencies do so. Such action would better enable 
NASA to plan and adjust its procurement actions so as to meet both 
goals. 

Other comments 

Three agencies--NSF, SI, and VA--said 
extramural research budget would be a more - which to establish non-SBIR goals than its 
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as the act now requires. SI and VA noted that although their 
total research budgets exceeded the $20 million dollar 
requirement, their extramural budgets (money available to go 
outside the agencies for research) have been so small that it is 
neither reasonable nor viable to set a percentage goal for small 
businesses. SI pointed out that its fiscal year 1983 extramural 
budget amounted to $43,000 or Y/lMI of 1 percent of its total 
research dollar obligations. VA stated that while its fiscal year 
1984 research budget exceeded $190 million, extramural 
expenditures totaled only $3.2 million. NSF said that basing 
goals on extramural dollars would be more helpful to agencies 
especially in regard to monitoring. While these arguments appear 
to have merit, the time allotted for this review did not permit us 
to fully assess all the potential advantages and disadvantages of 
basing goals on extramural dollars rather than total research 
dollars. 



CBE1PTER 4 

PROCRAW CMXRDXWATIDN AND FKX+JITORING 

The Small Business Innovation Development Act assigns the 
Small Business Administration and the Office of Science and 
Technology Policy similar responsibilities for surveying, 
monitoring, and reporting to the Congress on the operation of 
federal agencies' SBIR programs-- responsibilities which! the two 
agencies have approached differently. SBA has actively pursued 
these as well as certain other unshared program coordination 
responsibilities--preparing policy directives and various 
activities designed to maximize opportunities for small 
businesses' participation in SBIR programs. OSTP, on the other 
hand, has purposely limited its efforts because it believes that 
its assigned responsibilities are inappropriate and that further 
action could duplicate SBA's efforts. 

SBA FULFILLSED ITS LEGISLATIVELY 
MANDATED RESPONSIBILITIES 

SBA fulfilled its legislatively mandated responsibilities 
during fiscal years 1983 and 1984-- the first 2 years of SBIR 
program implementation. SBA's implementing actions included 
issuing policy directives to guide participating agencies, 
establishing a source file of and information program for 
interested small businesses, coordinating release of agency 
solicitation announcements, surveying and monitoring agencies' 
SBIR and non-SBIR goals activities, and providing the Congress 
with annual reports. We determined that SBA's policy directives 
addressed the criteria specified in the law and that, with minor 
exceptions, agencies used the directives. SBA's efforts to 
stimulate small business participation, to coordinate agency 
solicitations, and to oversee and report on program implementation 
have been extensive. 

SBA's policy directives 

The act requires SBA to seek comments on and issue policy 
directives for the general conduct of SBIR programs within 120 
days of the law's enactment. The act specifies that the 
directives provide for a minimum of regulatory burden on 
participant small firms and that it provide participating agencies 
with simple, standard, and timely processes for (1) project 
solicitations, (2) proposal review and project selection and 
funding, and (3) annual SBIR program reports to SBA and OSTP. SBA 
also is to include any exemptions to its project review, 
selection, and funding policies that may be necessary to safeguard 
national security or intelligence functions. 

SBA issued an initial policy directive addressing relevant 
provisions of the act within the 120-day statutory deadline, 
followed by a revised policy directive approximately 9 months 
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later. Although the initial and revised policy directives were 
similar, they differed in the level of information agencies were 
required to report to SBA annually-- a factor which some agencies 
said hampered their ability to report all required information in 
fiscal year 1983. 

SBA published its initial policy directive (No. 65-01) in the 
Federal Register an November 24, 1982, approximately 120 days 
after the enactment of the legislation. Officials at the Office 
of Federal Pro'curement Policy, the Intergovernmental Affairs 
Division of the Office of Management and Budget, and the Office of 
Science and Technology Policy told us that SBA consulted with 
their agencies prior to issuing the initial directive, as the act 
requires. SBA issued a revised policy directive (SOP-65-01.1) to 
participating agencies in August 1983. A subsequent revision to 
the August directive became effective on September 30, 1984 (SOP 
65-01.2). In addition, SBA issued several iterations of 
supplemental data reporting formats for agency use in reporting 
SBIR program results and for reporting achievement of non-SBIR 
goals. SBA issued the first of these reporting formats in 
December 1983--only a few weeks before its first established 
reporting deadline. 

We found that the November 1982 and August 1983 policy 
directives covered all relevant provisions required by the act, 
but differed somewhat. The primary differences between directives 
were that the August 1983 policy directive required additional 
data on SBIR programs, and it added entirely new requirements for 
reporting data on achievement of non-SBIR goals. The additional 
data required for SBIR programs included the number of 
solicitations sent to small businesses, more detailed information 
on awardees, and categorization of awardees according to status 
(i.e., minority and disadvantaged-owned small businesses and 
women-owned small businessesl7). The new requirements for 
information on achieving non-SBIR goals called for data such as 
total research funds going to small businesses and a 
disaggregation of such amount under the same status categories as 
required for SBIR programs. 

While SBIR pro'gram managers for the most part found SBA's 
directives to provide adequate guidance, several non-SBIR program 
officials criticized the timing of SBA's requirements for 
reporting of fiscal year 1983 goals data. Several of these nbn- 
SBIR officials (as well as SBA's annual reports) noted that in 
some cases agencies could not report certain required data (such 
as research awards to women-owned small businesses) because they 
lacked systems to track such information. At least three agencies 
required to establish non-SBIR goals informed us that their 
reporting problems were due to insufficient time to set up a 

l7SBA required information in these categories to monitor 
attainment of socioeconomic goals of the Small Business Act. 
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tracking system, resulting in part from late requirements imposed 
on them by SBA. 

During fiscal year 1984, SBA and the agencies made some 
progress in resolving other problem areas experienced with the 
reporting requirements in fiscal year 1983, such as the meaning of 
budgetary terms and how SBA intended that the agencies make 
certain calculations. In addition, the September 1984 revisions 
to SBA's policy directive clarified SBA's source of data for 
calculating agencies" extramural budgets. 

SBA's source file and 
information program 

The act requires SBA to develop and maintain a source file 
and information program to assure that each qualified and 
interested small business concern has the opportunity to 
participate in SBIR programs. SBA maintains such a file, a 
mailing list that contained approximately 30,000 names as of 1984, 
that was developed from high technology sources that SBA 
identified through its outreach efforts. 

According to SBA's Acting Assistant Administrator for the 
Office of Innovation, Research and Technology (OIRT), many firms 
ask to be put on the mailing list after learning about SBIR 
programs through SBA's information program. A program analyst at 
OIRT compiled for us a list of 75 conferences and seminars 
(attended or sponsored by SBA) at which SBIR programs were 
discussed during fiscal years 1983 and 1984. Other information 
program activities during this period included preparing 
promotionals for television and radio shows, issuing press 
releases, and publishing (1) presolicitation announcements, (2) a 
document on phase I awardees, and (3) proposal preparation 
guidelines. SBA's fiscal year 1983 annual report to the Congress 
states that SBA had disseminated approximately 140,000 copies of 
an SBIR program information pamphlet (at conferences and through 
SBA's field offices) , provided press releases to approximately 350 
news outlets, and distributed 340,000 presolicitation 
announcements. SBA's fiscal year 1984 report stated that it 
disseminated approximately 140,000 information pamphlets, issued 
3,000 press releases, and distributed over 200,000 presolicitation 
announcements during that fiscal year. 

SBA also has made an effort to foster and encourage 
participation in SBIR programs by minority and disadvantaged 
persons in accordance with one of the act's stated purposes. 
During fiscal years 1983 and 1984, SBA sponsored or participated 
in five seminars designed to increase opportunities for minority 
and disadvantaged firms in technological innovation. In addition, 
SBA reports that over 10 percent of the source file is comprised 
of minority and disadvantaged firms. An OIRT official also told 
us that SBA is willing to assist agencies to improve their 
outreach programs and that it has specifically worked with DOE and 
NASA in this regard. 
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Coordination of solicitation 
announcements 

The act requires SBA to coNordinate the release of agency 
solicitations and to publish a master release schedule in order 
to maximize small businesses' o'ppa'rtunities to respond to agency 
solicitations. The act's legislative history indicates that the 
Congress did not intend SBA to establish actual schedules, but 
only to encourage agencies to stagger the times that their various 
solicitations are issued, which makes it easier for small 
businesses to submit SBIR proposals to more than one agency. 

SBA complied with the law in its November 1982 policy 
directive, which established a process by which SBA releases 
announcements to provide small business with timely information 
about upcoming agency SBIR solicitations. Under procedures 
formalized in its August 1983 policy directive, SBA issues 
quarterly presolicitation announcements, with scheduled 
publication dates of September 20, December 20, March 20, and June 
20 of each fiscal year. Each agency must schedule a solicitation 
release date with SBA which is at least 10 days after publication 
of the SBA presolicitation announcement containing the notice of 
the subject solicitation. SBA requires agencies to report their 
solicitation schedules by August 1 of each year and to provide 
information needed for SBA's presolicitation announcements--a list 
of research topics, an address from which interested firms may 
obtain solicitations, a contact person and address, opening and 
closing dates of each solicitation, and estimated number of awards 
to be made. 

We found that SBA's coordination of agency release dates 
minimized "bunching" and that by fiscal year 1984 SBA was meeting 
its stated schedule for publishing a quarterly master release 
schedule. (SBA released seven presolicitation announcements in 
fiscal year 1983.) Agencies' release dates were staggered, and we 
found no release dates in fiscal year 1984 that were less than 10 
days after publication of SBA's presolicitation announcements. 

SBA'S survey and monitorinq 
actions have been thorough 

SBA has actively pursued its legislatively mandated survey 
and monitoring responsibilities. SBA's activities in this regard 
coveri four areas, as delineated in its policy directives: 
(1) oversight of SBIR funding allocations, (2) program 
solicitation and award status, (3) follow-on funding commitments, 
and (4) agency implementing regulations. We found that SBA 
pursued agencies' compliance with legislative requirements 
regarding expenditure of funds, worked with agencies to conform 
their solicitations to SBA's policy directive, and requires that 
agencies report data on follow-on funding commitments. The Acting 
Assistant Administrator for OIRT told us that his office also 
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monitors proposed revisions to federal procurement regulations to 
identify possible conflicts with SBA's policy directive and that 
it had resolved all potential conflicts identified as of April 
1985. 

The act requires SBA to independently survey and monitor the 
operation of agencies' SBIR programs, but it does not specifically 
direct SBA to audit the agencies' SBIR funding figures. We found 
that SBA actively pursued its oversight duties, particularly in 
the area of monitoring agency SBIR funding in accordance with its 
interpretation of the law. In our opinion, SBA's monitoring 
efforts have been diligent. 

We found that SBA took the initiative to notify agencies of 
the need to establish SBIR programs and/or non-SBIR goals based on 
its review of agencies' research or R&D budgets. (SBA's 
procedures for identifying agencies subject to the act are 
discussed in ch. 2.) As discussed earlier in this chapter, SBA 
prepared and revised guidelines to agencies for the reporting of 
funding data on SBIR programs and non-SBIR goals. It also 
attempted to obtain agency non-SBIR goals figures when they were 
not reported. We further noted that SBA officials met several 
times with agency program managers during fiscal years 1983 and 
1984 to clarify SBA's policy directives and reporting formats and 
to resolve other issues, such as conflicts with the Freedom of 
Information Act. 

Another area of SBA's oversight activity has been working 
with agencies to conform their SBIR solicitations to the format 
prescribed in SBA's policy directive. The Acting Assistant 
Administrator for OIRT told us that when his staff detects errors 
in an agency's solicitation they notify the agency in writing of 
the required revisions. We found that in fiscal year 1984, SBA 
contacted 10 agencies with SBIR provisions to point out minor 
revisions needed in their solicitations, such as correcting 
definitions, adding award amounts, and reorganizing section 
headings. 

We found that SBA requested various types of data from 
agencies in its policy directives and its reporting formats in 
order to monitor their SBIR activities. Such data included 
solicitation release dates: proposal receipt dates; the number, 
amount, and timing of awards; and information on the awardees and 
their research topics. The Acting Assistant Administrator for 
OIRT told us that in, for example, monitoring award status, SBA is 
most concerned with determining whether phase I proposals are 
reviewed and awards made within 6 months of the date proposals are 
received by the agencies. This schedule was established to 
minimize the procurement process, and thereby provide proposers 
with prompt award decisions. In this regard, during fiscal year 
1985 OIRT plans to begin performing onsite reviews of agencies' 
procedures for selecting awardees in order to determine whether 
they are in compliance with SBA's policy directive. 
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SBA's August 1983 policy directive states that SBA intends 
to monitor the extent to which agencies consider phase III, 
nonfederal funding commitments when making phase II awards, as 
required by the act. The September 1984 revision to the policy 
directive requires agencies to include information on phase II 
awardees with follow-on funding commitments in their annual 
reports to SBA. However, the Acting Assistant Administrator for 
OIRT told us that SBA would not begin to monitor this requirement 
until fiscal year 1985 because most agencies did not begin making 
phase II awards until fiscal year 1984. 

SBA's fourth monitoring activity area is review of federal 
regulations to determine consistency with the SBIR act. The 
Acting Assistant Administrator for OIRT told us that SBA tracks 
proposed revisions to the Federal Acquisition Regulation (which 
applies to both civilian and defense agencies) to see if they will 
conflict with the SBA policy directive. As of April 1985 SBA had 
successfully resolved all potential conflicts that it had 
identified. In a related action, SBA recommended in September 
1983 that its SBIR policy directive be included in the Federal 
Aquisition Regulation. The Civilian Agency Aquisition Council 
(which oversees changes to the Federal Aquisition Regulation) 
concurred with that recommendation in January 1985, but referred 
the matter to the Defense Aquisition Regulation Council for review 
prior to taking any formal action. 

SBA's annual reports to the Congress 
have been informative 

As the act requires, SBA submitted annual reports, covering 
fiscal years 1983 and 1984, to the Senate and House Committees on 
Small Business. The reports covered five broad areas: (1) a 
description of the act and related agency responsibilities, (2) 
SBA's implementation actions, (3) SBA's monitoring efforts related 
to SBIR programs, (4) technical aspects of the SBIR programs, and 
(5) SEA's general observations. The fiscal year 1984 report, 
moreover, added a section which highlighted the diversity of 
technology covered by SBIR solicitations and awards. 

The report described SBA's source file, presolicitation 
announcements, information programs, and other coordinating 
duties. The fiscal year 1984 report also highlighted SBA's 
efforts to link successful SBIR projects to potential sources of 
private commercialization capital through a computerized data base 
(Commercialization Matching System). We noted that both reports 
also discussed S&A's outreach actions extensively. 

Both SBA annual reports summarized funding data obtained from 
participating agencies, but the fiscal year 1984 report was more 
balanced in that it discussed disagreements between SBA and 
certain agencies as to the proper amount of their extramural and 
SBIR budgets. Similar disagreements existed in fiscal year 1983, 
but SBA did not thoroughly discuss them in its annual report. The 
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fiscal year 1983 report also lacked balance in that it did not 
mention opinions expressed by at least three agencies that the 
lateness of SBA's guidance for reporting goals data hindered their 
ability to establish the tracking systems needed to compile 
certain required information. 

Both SBA annual reports provided information regarding the 
technical aspects of SBIR programs. The fiscal year 1983 report 
focused on the opinions of selected agency officials (19 
evaluation officials in 6 agencies) regarding the quality of SBIR 
proposals19 compared with proposals funded through traditional 
federal R&D programs. The majority beiieved that SBIR proposals 
provided more innovative, creative solutions to agency problems 
and a clearer path to fulfilling a need in the marketplace. The 
fiscal year 1984 report also focused on the results of SBA's 
review of all SBIR technical abstracts and its visits to selected 
phase I awardees. SBA faund that most, but not all, of phase I 
awardees were participating as intended by the act. 

OSTP'S RESPONSE TO ITS LEGISLATIVELY 
MANDATED DUTIES HAS BEER LIMITED 

The act requires the Office of Science and Technology Policy 
to independently survey, monitor, and report to the Congress on 
all phases of the operation and implementation of SBIR programs. 
OSTP complied with the surveying, monitoring and reporting 
requirements in the act, but it purposely limited its efforts and 
did not assess research quality as envisioned in the reports 
issued by the Bouse and Senate Small Business Committees. OSTP 
minimized its efforts for two reasons--a desire to avoid 
duplication of what OSTP believes are adequate monitoring efforts 
by SBA, and a belief that the required duties are inappropriate 
and impractical given OSTP's mission and its limited staff 
resources. 

The act requires the Director of OSTP, in consultation with 
the Federal Coordinating Council for Science, Engineering and 
Research (FCCSER), (in addition to reviewing SBA's policy 
directives) to 

18As discussed in the next section, evaluating the quality of SBIR 
research is more closely aligned with the oversight 
responsibilities that the Congress envisioned for OSTP; however, 
OSTP has yet to address this topic. 
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--independently survey and monitor all phases of the 
implementation and eperatim of participating agencies' 
SBIR programs, including the expendiitures of fund:sl9 and 

--annually report to the Congress on all phases of 
implementation and operation of SBIR programs, ineluding 
recommendations as deemed appropriate. 

Both OSTP and SBA share responsibilities for surveying and 
monitoring the operation of SBIR programs and for reporting 
annually to the Congress'. 

According to 0STP's Senior Policy Analyst responsible for 
overseeing SBIR programs, the Director has not yet discussed 
OSTP's SBIR program oversight responsibilities at FCCSER meetings, 
which are held occasionally to discuss research issues in the 
President's budget. 
legislation20 

FCCSER, established by OSTP's enabling 
in 1976, is to advise and assist the Director 

regarding problems and developments in the fields of science, 
engineering, technology, and related activities that affect more 
than one federal agency. OSTP's Director is Chairman of FCCSER, 
which is now comprised of federal R&D agency officials designated 
by the Chairman. 

OSTP's survey, monitoring, and reporting actions during the 
first 2 years of the program have been limited. OSTP's actions 
consisted of (1) staff attending several initial meetings of 
agency SBIR program managers sponsored by SBA, (2) reviewing the 
type of information that agencies planned to include in their 
first annual reports to OSTP in order to determine the 
information's sufficiency for OSTP's needs, (3) reviewing 
agencies' and SBA's annual reports to ensure that agencies were 
complying with the act's mandatory funding provisions, and (4) 
occasional talks with agency officials regarding progress in 
soliciting proposals and making awards. 

OSTP issued its first annual (fiscal year 1983) report to the 
House and Senate Small Business Committees on July 9, 1984. The 
one-page letter report stated little support for its conclusions: 
that all 11 agencies with programs were making "good faith" 
efforts to accomplish the purposes of the act and that SBA was 

19Thp act specifies "expenditures of funds according to the 
requirements of subsection (f)." The cited subsection 
establishes requirements for determining which agencies are 
required to establish SBIR programs and for computing the annual 
amounts the agencies must spend through these programs. 

20Public Law 94-282, the "National Science and Technology Policy, 
Organization, and Priorities Act of 1976,"' established OSTP and 
the Federal Coordinating Council for Science, Engineering, and 
Technology (FCCSET), which was later referred to as FCCSER in 
Public Law 97-219. 
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satisfactorily fulfilling its oversight responsibilities. The 
report noted that OS'TP relied primarily on a review of agencies' 
and SBA's annual reports an STIR program activities to arrive at 
its conclusions. Mowever, when questioned about the extent of 
this review, the Senior Policy Analyst in charge of writing the 
OSTP annual report told us that while he looked over the agencies' 
and SBA's annual reports prior to preparing the OSTP letter 
report, he did not systematically review the reports nor did he 
attempt to compare data that agencies submitted to SBA with data 
that SBA reported. The official was not aware of the 
disagreements over budget figures between SBA and several agencies 
(see ch. 2) until we brought them to his attention. The analyst 
plans to prepare a similar annual report for fiscal year 1984, 
which probably will be issued in October 1985. 

OSTP concluded its fiscal year 1983 annual report with a 
recommendation that the Congress continue to assure itself that 
awards under agency SBIR programs meet the standards of excellence 
employed for regular agency R&D support, but did not indicate how 
this should be accomplished. According to the Senior Policy 
Analyst, OSTP does not view itself as the proper office to survey 
the quality of SBIR research. Rather, he said that OSTP believes 
the best way to assure the quality of SBIR awards would be to 
eliminate the law’s mandatory funding provisions and have all 
research proposals (SBIR and non-SBIR) compete equally through a 
peer review process. Moreover, he said that OSTP maintains that 
the real issue needing attention is not how well SBIR programs are 
being implemented, but rather why innovative small firms are 
precluded from traditional federal research funding. The OSTP 
Director has proposed to the White House Science Council (OSTP's 
advisory council) that OSTP study this question. As of September 
1985 the Council was awaiting additional information from OSTP 
before deciding whether or not to endorse such a study. 

The Senior Policy Analyst gave two reasons for OSTP's limited 
efforts to oversee and report on SBIR programs in participating 
agencies. First, OSTP wants to avoid duplicating SBA, and thereby 
minimize the regulatory burden of compliance placed on affected 
agencies and participating companies. OSTP views SBIR program 
monitoring as SBA's job and believes that SBA is doing that job 
satisfactorily. 

Second, OSTP does not believe that the assigned SBIR 
responsibilities are practical or appropriate for OSTP given its 
limited staff resources and its primary role as technical advisory 
office to the President. OSTP sees its mission as setting general 
policy for federal research and looking at alternative research 
mechanisms --not advocating one specific mechanism such as SBIR. 
The Senior Analyst noted that SBA and the small business community 
have a vested interest in seeing that agencies comply with the 
act's funding provisions and that their monitoring should ensure 
such compliance without OSTP's efforts. 
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Both OSTP and SBA share the same responsibility to survey, 
monitor, and report on the operation of SIEIR programs. However, 
the act's legislative history, as evidenced by the reports of the 
authorizing committees, indicates that the Colngress expected 
OSTP's primary responsibility to be ensuring the quality of 
federal research, while SBA was to protect the interests of small 
businesses. 

We find nothing in OS'TP's enabling legislation which would 
canflict with its SBIR monitoring duties, particularly overseeing 
the quality of res'earch conducted under these programs. OSTP 'I s 
enabling legislation gives it broad authority to adwis~e the 
President on major scientific and technological policy issues, 
including federal programs, policies, and activities affecting 
technological innovation. More specifically, the law directs OSTP 
to evaluate the scale, quality, and effectiveness of federal 
efforts in science and technology and to assist MB to review and 
analyze agencies' proposed R&D budgets. 

Testifying on proposed SBIR legislation before the House 
Committee on Science and Technology in January 1982, OSTP's 
Assistant Director said that his office has specific 
responsibility for assuring the quality and balance of federal 
science programs and the expertise and coordinating mechanism 
necessary to meet SBIR surveying and reporting responsibilities. 
Be also testified that the Federal Coordinating Council for 
Science, Engineering, and Teehnology21 would be the principal 
mechanism through which the OSTP Director would assure the 
quality and effectiveness of SBIR programs. In response to formal 
questions submitted to him by the Committee, the Assistant 
Director noted that a FCCSET committee,22 comprised of 
participating agency officials, would be the mechanism to 
effectively coordinate OSTP's oversight responsibilities under 
SBIR legislation without the commitment of significant OSTP 
resources. 

CONcIJUSIONS 

Although SBA and OSTB share similar survey, monitoring, and 
annual reporting responsibilities under the SBIR law, they 
approached their respective oversight duties differently during 
fiscal years 1983 and 1984-- the first 2 years of the SBIR program 
implementation. SBA actively pursued its survey and monitoring 
duties and provided the Congress with informative annual reports. 
Although OSTP did survey and monitor agency reports and did report 

2lLater referred to as the Federal Coordinating Council for 
Science, Engineering and Research in Public Law 97-219. 

22According to Public Law 94-282, federal agencies represented on 
ECCSET s'hall detail employees to FCCSET to perform duties 
assigned to them by the Chairman, such as conducting studies 
and making reports. 
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to Congress, it purposely limited its efforts kwcause of a 
desire to avoid unnecessary duplication of what it considered as 
adequate efforts on the part of SBA and to avoid efforts that it 
believes are inappropriate and impractical given its mission and 
limited staff resources. 

Although the act does not specify how OSTP and SBA are to 
fulfill their respective duties, the legislative history indicates 
the Congress' desire that OSTP ensure the quality of SBIR research 
and development, while SBA is to protect the interests of small 
businesses. OSTP has the authority and means to make additional, 
nonduplicative efforts to survey and monitor agencies' SBIR 
programs if it so desires , particularly the quality of research. 
This clearly was the expectation of the authorizing committees. 
While we did not seek to determine specifically how OSTP could 
best ensure the auality of SBIR research, one option would be for 
OSTP to serve as general overseer of the individual agencies' 
quality assurance efforts. As such, OSTP could set general policy 
guidelines and monitor agencies' adherence to them. 

RECOMMENDATION TO THE DIRECTOR, 
OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY 

We recommend that OSTP expand its oversight of agencies' SBIR 
programs by using the Federal Coordinating Council for Science, 
Engineering and Research to monitor the SBIR programs in terms of 

' research quality. 

AGENCY CQMMENTS AND GAO RESPONSE 

In its comments on a draft of this report, OSTP said that 
agencies are responsible for the quality of their own research and 
that it would not be appropriate or practical for OSTP to 
continuously monitor agency performance in this area. While we 
agree that agencies should bear responsibility for the quality of 
their own research, the Small Business Committees expected that 
OSTP play a role in ensuring that agencies carry out that 
responsibility with regard to SBIR research. we believe our 
report demonstrates that such a role is appropriate to OSTP's 
mission and that OSTP has a practical means to increase its 
efforts in this regard by using the Federal Coordinating Council 
for Science, Engineering and Research. 
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

MD. of 
No. of T&al MWJ.' Ph~aEn I M. of S8lR a**rds,m@de 
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Agency retured sol tcltatlon(5) Wt4MlVed Phase I Phase II Phase I Phase II 

FY83 FY84 FYB3 FYW FK@3 FY84 ---- -e 

WSOA 1 1 6 6 274 328 16 0 16 7 

ooo 1 1 177 566 2,902 3,010 281 Ob 368 15lb 

Eo 1 1 4 5 84 234 8 0 13 3 

OOE 1 I 25 25 1,734 844 106 0 101 31 

l-W3 2 4 324 979 792 921 139 0 226 56 

001 I 1 12 14 105 110 6 0 13 2 

DOT 1 1 6 6 372 366 6 0 17 3 

EPA 1 1 12 12 214 136 10 0 10 5 

Hx: 1 1 4 4 172 110 7 0 6 4 

NASA 1 1 26 15 977 919 1c 0 lOZa Od 

NSF 1 1 18 18 1,186 977 5e 418 1020 Y3e 

WC (f) 0 (f) 0 (f) 0 (f) (f) 0 0 
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areas. 

A$pmy Sprlannlltted 
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%64, 1s dtscussed In ch. 1.1 

(The OESAT program, a forerunner of 

VotaI of 102 awards resulted from NASA's FY 1983 SolIcltatfon, but dw to tlmlng of contracts, 

slnast all awards were made In early FY 1984. 

dThese awards resulted fron NASA's FY 1983 solicitation. In early FY 1985, NASA made 

127 Phase I awards from Its FY 1984 solfcftatlon. NASA also malde 58 Phase II awards In FY 1985. 

eAll awards made In FY 1983 and FY 1984 resulted from prtor years' sollcftatlons from 

NSF's SBlR program. 

fOW was not reau?red to estabifsh an SBIR program In FY 1983. 

Because DOG's fiscal year 1984 estimated extramural 
obligations (as reported to NSF between March and August of 1983) 
did 

a 
ot exceed $100 million, SBA did not identify DOC at the 

begining of fiscal year 1984 as meeting the criterion requiring 
establishment of an SBIR program. However, DOC's revised estimate 
of its fiscal year 1984 extramural obligations, which it submitted 
to NSF in March 1984, did exceed the $100 million mark. 
Consequently, in April 1984 when SBA reviewed DOC's revised fiscal 
year 1984 estimate, it found that DOC did meet the criterion 
requiring establishment of an SBIR program and informed DOC of 
this fact. DOC informed SBA in June 1984 that it was preparing to 
establish an SBIR program. However, DOC did not have enough time 
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to issue a solicitation, receive and evaluate proposals, and make 
awards before the end of the fiscal year. DOC issued its first 
SBIR solicitation on Qctober 15, 1984, 2 weeks after the close of 
fiscal year 1984. DOC has informed S&A that it plans to make up 
the amount it should have awarded under its fiscal year 1984 SBIR 
program during fiscal year 1985. 
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WW 
Irsufng 

SOI ICI- 
tation 
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001 

DOT 
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NASA 

tm 
NSF 

H+sb 

-fWS 

Prograra 

mthod of TechnIcal' 

Prapassl S@lOtFtiOtl conrfdw Proposal Information Research All 

d6scriptloll Deflnltlc#w pr~pwwtlul waluatlon atlons submlsrton sources klplcs sectIons 

FYK5 FY84 FYSJ FY&( FY83 FYI&C FYEIS FYS4 FYW FYg4 FY83 FY04 FYS3 MS4 FY83 FY84 FYW FYS4 -m ---m --m--------e 

1 

1 
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1 

1 
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1 1 1 
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1 1 

1 1 

1 1 
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1 

1 
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I 

1 

I 

1 

1 

1 

2= 

1 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 

1 

1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 I 

1 1 

1 1 

11 

1 1 

11 
1 1 

1 1 

1 1 
1 1 

1 1 

11 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 1 3 1 1 I 1 1 
1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 3 11111 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 3 3 I 1 1 I 

1 1 3 3 1111 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 11111 1 I 

1 3 1 1 

1 3 1 1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1: As dntwmlned by GAO, nwwts 50% or more of content requirements of section 
2: As dwkmtrwd by GAO, &o less than 50% of contant requlrewtnts of section 
3: Not qpllcable 

qhfs Jsction is only requfred when daocrIptIons of research tcplcs or subtopics include reference to 

pulbllcatlons. 

bHHS has opted to tet Its component agwvcl~s issue separate SBIR solIcltatlons. 

CAIthaulgh this raltcltation did not contaln proposal preparation instructions, it stated that proposers must 

request a Public Hirslth Swvlce gra'nt sppllcatlon kit which contains supplanentary instructions for preparing 

SBIR grant applicatlonr. 
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1. 

2. 

Extramural R&D budget for subj,ect fiscal year. 

SBIR budget for subject fiscal year (derived, by applying 
statutory percentage to extramural R&D budget). 

3. 

4. 

SBIR dollars awarded (phases I and II). 

Various statistics on the solicitation(s) released during 
the fiscal year* 

5. 

6. 

Number of proposals received (phase I). 

Total number and dollar amount of awards (phases I and 
II). 

7. Narrative descriptions of phase I and phase II awards. 

INFORMATIOW REQUIRE~D BY SBA IN 
,,I8 

ANNUAL &gEW@Y SBIR'REPCJRTS 

With very minor technical exceptions, all agencies' fiscal 
years 1983 and 1984 annual reports were on time and included the 
information regarding SBIR programs requested in SBA's annual 
reporting form. As discussed in chapter 2, however, agencies used 
different, and sometimes inappropriate, bases for computing their 
reported figures on extramural budgets, required SBIR funding 
levels, and actual SBIR funding levels. Problems with the 
accuracy and appropriateness of data which the agencies reported 
in connection with non-SBIR goals are discussed in chapter 3. 
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SmM&LL BeJrSIwISSS ADMINISTRATION 

Nate: GAO c!cvmImantS 
supplementing thase 
in the report text 
appear at the end 
o2-this appendix. 

Now on p. 4. 

NQW on pp* 9, 49, 
and 62. 

U.S. SMALL PLlmMr(lMI ADMlIMlsmArlaN 
Wwle-. D.C. a0416 

J. Dexter Peach, Director 
Resources Community and Economic 

Development Dioision 
U. S. General Accounting Office 
414 G Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Reach: 

We bave reviewed in detail your proposed report number 
OAQ/RCBD-85-123 and our comments are as follows: 

I. General Comments: 

1. Page 6, top of page. While $69 million of SBIR funds 
addressed the Computer/Information Processing/Analysis 
area, in FY 83 and 84 this figure might be 
misinterpreted if inaccurately compared to the $156 
million in total awards for the first two fiscal years. 
The $69 million is an inflated amount resulting from 
our convention of counting SBIR awards in as many 
technologies as are applicable. The $69 million 
results from adding the columns in Exhibit 4.7 of our 
Second Annual Report, where the true correct total for 
comparison can be calculated as $323 million. We 
suggest either dropping the sentence or clarifying its 
meaning. 

2. Page 12 footnote 5 - pages 58 and 62. The GAO draft, 
in several areas, makes the statement that the SBA 
issued a draft policy directive in November 1982 and a 
final version in August 1983. This statement by GAO is 
incorrect. The SBA published its Policy Directive in 
final form on November 22, 1982. Since that initial 
release there have been two separate published 
revisions. Prior to the initial publication the SBA 
circulated a draft policy directive ‘for agency comment 
and after release, although not legally bound to do so, 
published the Policy Directive in the Federal Register 
for public comment. 
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Now on p. 20. 

Now on p. 37. 

See comment 1. 

Now on p. 44. 

Now on p. 51. 

Now on p. 52. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

I. 

APPENDIX IV 

Page 24, second paragraph, second to the last sentence. 
The sentence as written may lead the reader to an 
incorrect conclusion. As you have stated, the FY 84 
Annual Report as of this date is not published. The 
%eason for this is that the Government Printing Office 
has had our documents for printing for over sixteen 
weeks and we still dot not have a firm printing date. 
Our Annual Report was completed in late Pebruary. We 
do not want to give the incorrect impression that we 
have been working on the report during this period. 

Rage 46, second paragraph. The non-SBIR goal is in 
fact a basic procurement R6D goal for small business. 
All of the involved Federal agencies have been 
negotiating and reporting to the SBA prime and 
subcontracting majority and minority goals since the 
passage of PL 95-587 in 1978. Under PL 97-219 the 
Congress merely added a non-negotiable R&D small 
business goal. It is unreasonable to suggest that the 
SBA should provide agencies with “criteria’ and 
.guidance. on how to set and achieve such a goal. It 
ie unquestionable that the agencies have a v’ealtb of 
experience and talent to apply to setting the non-SBIR 
goal and the procedures for its attainment. 

Page 55, first paragraph. The recommendation to 
Congress concerning non-SBIR goal procedures is not a 
problem of sufficient magnitude to warrant an amendment 
to the Small Business Innovation Development Act. It 
is the opinion of the SBA that an administrative 
expansion of the Policy Directive could fairly resolve 
any questions or concerns in this area. 

Page 60 ‘SBA’s Source file and information program,’ 
second sentence. The SBIR mailing list was not 
deVelOped from the Procurement Automated Source System 
(PAS’S ) . The two systems are separate and distinct. 
The SBIR computerized mailing list was developed from 
new high technology sources through our outreach 
efforts. 

Page 62, first paragraph, first sentence. During the 
first year of the program, and in the initial Policy 
Directive, (11/82) The Pre-solicitation Announcement 
concept was referred to as the master release schedule. 
During FY 83 six announcements were made. In the 
reviaed Policy Directive, August 1983, the master 
release schedule name was changed to the 
Pre-Solicitation Announcement and the procedure was 
formalized. The SBA met its legal obligation on 
November 22, 1982. 
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Now on p. 53. 

Now on p. 55. 

Now on pp. 30, 
44-45, and 59. 

8. Page 64, first paragraph, second to the last sentence. 
The referenced six months time frame was established 
to minimize the proCurami?nt process and thereby gain 
an eward decision for the proposers in a8 timely a 
fashion as possible. It was not done to give the 
opportunity for companies to resubmit to other 
agend.es. 

In fact the Policy Directive allows concerns to submit 
the same proposal to different agencies if they inform 
the agency of the multiple submittal. 

9. Page 66, second paragraph, third sentence. It is not 
accurate to say that, “The majority believed that SBIR 
proposals were of higher quality.’ Rather the majority 
found: (1) more clarity in projecting a path from the 
R&D effort to filling a need in the marketplace, and 
(2) more inno’vative, creative solutions to agency 
problems. 

II. GAO Recommendations (pages 37-38 and 55-56): 

The Small Business Administration generally concurs with 
the proposed administrative recommendations of the GAO to 
the SBA. In the specific case of the DOD recommendation 
wa do not under&and the GAO reasoning and consequently do 
not concur. It is and has been our position that the law 
set fortb the definition and elements of extramural 
budgets and the SBA accordingly implemented a reasonable 
extramural budget determination approach. Neither the law 
nor legislative history suggests or states that the 
agencies can self adjust or negotiate their extramural 
budgets with the SBA. We accordingly do not concur with 
the recommendation because the decision to follow the law 
and the policy directive is within the management and 
policy prerogative of DOD. 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the report and if 
you need further information, please advise. 

Sincerely, 

amea C. S’anders 
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The following are GAO's comments on the Small Bus'iness 
Administration's letter dated July 30, 1985. 

GAO COMMENTS 

1. Our purpose was not to criticize SBA for not providing 
agencies with criteria or guidance. Rather, our purpose was to 
establish the lack of criteria for evaluating non-SBIR goals 
activities and thus explain why we used our own criteria. We 
nevertheless clarified this paragraph accordingly. 
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ADVANCE COM;n%Wl% PROIY THE OFFICE OF 

Note: GAO comments 
supplementing those 
in the report text 
appear at the end 
of this appendix. 

Now on p. iv. 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF (ICIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY 

WAWNNCITON, D.C. 1050( 

July 9, 1985 

Dear Hr. Peach: 

Thank you for providing us with draft copies of the GAO report 
on the first two years of implementation of the Small Business 
Innovation Development Act. I have two comments: 

On page (iv) of the Executive Summary, the report recommends 
that OSTP increase its oversight efforts by devoting more 
attention to the quality of the research. I strongly agree 
that the quality of the research funded under the various SBIR 
programs is of fundamental importance. However, the agencies 
are responsible for the quality of their own research, and 
our system of government has many regular procedures for ensuring 
adequate performance on government programs. I do not believe 
that it is appropriate or practical for OSTP to continuously 
monitor agency performance in this one area. 

MW On pp. 55 and On page 67, and in more detail on page 70, the Report cites an 
57. OSTP concern that an active oversight role with respect to the 

SBIR program might be perceived as biased (p.67 line 4) or 
result in a conflict of interest (p.70 line 17). The language 
in both places could be interpreted to imply a reluctance on 
the part of OSTP to support the legislation. While OSTP has 
gone on record as opposing mandatory funding provisions, the 

See comment 1. Small Business Innovation Development Act is the law, and we 
fully support it. OSTP staff did discuss our philosophical 
dislike for "set-aside" programs. At no time in their discus- 
sions with the GAO investigators did they suggest that this 
was a reason for withholding OSTP efforts in fulfilling the 
requirements of the Act. 

Yours truly, 

/ 
& ( ,7///c G-- 

P ohn P. McTague 
Deputy Director 

Mr. J. Dexter Peach 
Director 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 
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ADVANCE COMi#H!Rl!S FROM THE OFFICE QF 

APPENDIX V 

SCIENCE ANID TlE~CHaJOit~QGY POLICY 

The following are GAO's comments on the Office of Science and 
Technology Policy's letter dated July 9, 1985. 

GAO COMMENTS 

1. While we maintain that the OSTP staff member suggested this 
to us as a reason for OSTP's limited oversight role, we deleted it 
from the final report because it obviously does not reflect an 
official agency view. 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASW’INGTON. 0.C. 20503 

July 25, 1985 

Mr. William J. Anderson 
Director, General Government 

Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear UK. Anderson: 

The Director asked me to review and comment on the GAO draft 
report on the first 2 years of Pederal agencies' implementation 
of the Small Business Innovation Development Act of 1982 (Public 
Law 97-219). 

The draft report was reviewed by interested offices within the 
Office of Management and Budget and we have no comments to report 
to you. 

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to review the draft 
report. 

Sincerely, 

Joyce J. Walker 
Deputy Associate Director 
Transportation, Commerce 

and Housing Division 
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Now on p. 21. 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20250 JUt 29 19185 

SUBJECT: GAO Draft Report RCED-85-123 Dated June 26, 1985, Entitled 
“Implementing the Small Business Innovation Development Act 
- The First 2 Years” 

TO: J. Dexter Peach, Director 
Resources, Co-unity and Economic Development Division 
U. S. General Accounting Office 

The draft report has been reviewed by appropriate officials with their coassents 
provided. 

While the report is one of examining two functions defined by the Act, anyone 
reading the report may not separate these functions, which are: 1) research 
grants, and 2) contracts. The report, then, should be read regarding the Small 
Business Innovation Research (SBIR) actions and non-SBIR responsibilities. 

The Department of Agriculture was in noncompliance of funding provisions in 
1983, where as 0.2 percent of extramural obligations was to be the total award 
figure, only 0.192 percent of extramural obligations were awarded. This was 
corrected in Fiscal Year 1984, where 0.6 percent was mandated and exceeded 
(unnumbered table page 26). It is expected that the legislated 1.0 percent will 
be awarded in Fiscal Year 1985. 

Non-SBIR compliancea with the reporting regulations were difficult to eatabliah 
due to the separate functions of research grant award process and the setting of 

Now an pp. 34-37. 
goals responding to the Act. The confusion in what to report is explained in 
the narrative (page 43-46). Those conducting the SBIR research are not privy to 
the data required by the non-SBIR reports. The recommendations stated OR page 

Now on pp. 37-39. 47 should be examined. The chart on page 48 is indicative of the problem. 

It is interesting to note that the recossaendations directed toward USDA refer to 
Now on pp. 44-45. non-SBIR goals data (page 55). Now that a person has been named to account for 

non-SBIR gosling, that issue should be resolved. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this report. 

Assistant Secretary 
Science and Education 
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UNllBD SETAmTRS DEPARTMENT OF COMYERCP 
The Assietmt Seere~ery for Admlnlstratlon Washmgton. D.C. 20230 

AU0 2 4 1985 
Mr. J. Dexter Peach 
Director, Resources, Ccmnunity, ond 

Econcmic Development Division 
United States General 

Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Peach: 

This is in reply to GAO’s letter of June 26, 1985, requesting 
ccmnents on the draft report entitled “Implementing the Small 
Business Innovation Developnent Act -- The First 2 Years.” 

We have reviewed the enclosed cannents of the Assistant Secretary 
for Productivity, Technology, and Innovation and believe they are 
responsive to the matters discussed in the report. 

Sinc/erely, 

nt Secretary 
for Adninistration 

Enclosure 
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Now on p. 37. 

APPENDIX VIII 

RUG z 1985 

Wr. J. Dexter Peach 
Director, &@aourcer, Community 

end Economic Dwelo~me~t Division 
U.S. Gamrrl Accounting Oftice 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Peach: 

That& you fox you letter to Sacretary Baldrige requesting 
Department of CoNmexCe virus on the draft QAO report regarding 
the first two years of Federal agencies’ implementation of the 
gmall Bwinees Innovatioa Development Act of 1962 (Public Law 
97-21.9). 

The Department considers this draft report to be a sound 
analysie of the progress to date in implementing P.L. 97-219. 

I would only add, for emphasis, that it is particularly 
important for agencies to meet their non-gmall Burine8s 
Enmwation iitewmrch (SaIk) goals (as discu@red in the report 
beginning on page 46). sknce the purpoee of the prograr fr not 
to replace other sources of capital for small innovative 
bwoineee’es. but to augment those sourcett. 

We appreciate this opportunity to comment. 

Sincerely, 

D. Bruce Merrifielfi 
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Note: GAO comments 
supplementing those 
in the report text 
appear at the end 
of this appendix. 

RESKARCH AND 
KNOINLLRINQ 

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-3010 

8 Au6 1965 

Mr. Frank C. Conahan 
Director, Rational Security and 

International Affairs Division 
Genlerel Accounting Off ice 
44L’ 0: Street, N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Conahan: 

This is the Department of Defense (DOD) response to the 
General Accounting Office Draft Report, ~~Iaplensnting the 
Small Business Innovation Development Act -- The First 2 
Years ,‘I June 27, 1985, (GAO Code 0057071, OSD Case NO. 6790. 

The DoD agrees with the content of this report, and 
wishes to compliment the working members of your syff who 
were moat cooperative and willing to consider our positions 
and our recommendations during their study. 

Responses to those recommendations in the draft report 
applicable to the DoD are enclosed. We specifically want to 
call your attention to our response to Recommendation 3. We 
have included several comments on our disagreement with SBA 
and would welcome any views you may wish to include in this 
report on this question. 

DONALD A. HICKS 

Rnclosure 
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DOD Responses to Recommendations in 
GAO Draft Report 

Cl) 
ination 
Small 

Business Innovation Develonment Act of 1982. GAO 

Now on p. 30. 

recommended that the heads-of appropriate agencies with 
SBIR programs report actual fiscal year extramural R8D 
obligations (not estimates) to the Small Business 
Administration (SBA). (p. 37, GAO Draft Report) 

See comment 1. 

Now on pp. U-45. 

JMD Resnonse : Concur. The DOD reports to SBA have all 
contained actual obligations. 

(2) SEDATIONS TO HEADS OF AGEMCIES REOUIRED TO 
B$TABLESH NQN L SBI El GOALS: GAO recommended that the heads 
of applicable agencies subj,ect to the non-SBIR goals 
provisions of the Small Business Innovation Development 
Act of 1982: 

a. Reassess their respective agencies (includes DOD) 
reports to OMB and SBA for fiscal years 1983 and 
1984, make them consistent, and instruct the 
appropriate officials to take ste s 
consistency of these reports in t R 

to ensure 
e future. 

b. After reviewing OMB and SBA reports, provide SBA with 
revised non-SBIR goals data where necessary. 

C. Instruct the appropriate officials in their 
respective agencies to establish goals early in the 
fiscal year and make such goals known to officials 
responsible for awarding external R8D funds. 
GAO Draft Report) 

(P. 3, 

POD R@SDO s Concur The DOD reports for fiscal years 
1983 and :9fi are conlistent with our method of reaortina 
since the beginning of the DOD Small Business Program. - 
Reports of accomplishments are based on contract awards 
made to U.S. business firms for work performed in the 
U.S. Future reports will be made in the same manner. 
Accordingly, we have no revisions to furnish SBA. With 
regard to the establishment of goals early in the fiscal 
year and their transmittal to operating officials, the 
DOD has for manv years established goals for awards to 
small and to smali disadvantaged business firms. Interim 
goals are always assigned prior to the beginning of the 
fiscal year to all major DOD components, with final goals 
superseding the interim goals as soon as possible after 
final fiscal year award statistics become available. 
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Now on p. 30. 

2 

Usually the final goals are in place by the end of 
December. Our R&D goals will be computed and assigned in 
conjunction with our established gosling procedures, 
which complies with the GAO recosunendation. 

(31 
0 

Secretary of Defense reach agreement as’to whether the 
Operational Systems Developnent category of DOD’S 
Research, Develo nent, Testing and Evaluation 
appropriations s R ould be included in DOD’S extramural 
bwdget for purposes of the Small Business Innovation 
Dwelopment Act of 19812. In keeping with the Comptroller 
General’s decision in a previous similar situation, the 
officials should be guided by the principle that the 
nature of the activities being funded (rather than labels 
applied to ap ropriations) is the proper basis for 
determining 1: e required amount of agencies’ extramural rl 
R4D budgets for pur oses of the act. Should the 
Adainistrator and t R e Secretary be unable to resolve the 
subject disagreements, they should ask the Comptroller 
General for a formal ,decision. (p. 37, GAO Draft Report) 

Concur 1) We have re-examined, very 
e definitions of “Research” and “Extramural 

Budget” in the Act and the legislative history, and have 
reaffirmed our conclusion that the requirements funded 
under the 6.6 program element are not included. In so 
doing, we have taken into account the GAO decision in the 
NASA ceae, which we believe is consistent with our 
conclusion that the nature of the requirements being 
funded, not the labels attached thereto, governs. 

With regard to the disagreement between DOD and SBA on 
this matter, we believe that under the Act, the DOD has 
the responsibility to decide the makeup of its extramural 
budget. However, we will continue to work with SBA to 
resolve the concerns. In this regard, we would welcome 
any views the GAO may wish to include in its report on 
this question. 

(4) &JXXMMENDATIOM;S TO THE ADMINISTRATOR, SMALL BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATXON: GAO recommended that the Administrator: 

a. Revise SBA’s policy directive containing reporting 
requirements for SBIR program data to require 
agencies to report “extramural R6D obligations” 
rather than “extramural R$D budget authority.” 
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3 

b. 

C. 

d. 

e. 

Revise the deadline for agencies’ reporting of this 
data to March 1 of each year, the deadline for 
agencies reporting the same data to the National 
Science Foundation. 

Recompute agencies’ non-SBIR goals using revised data 
for fiscal years 1983 and 1984 that agencies provide 
to SBA after reviewing previously submitted data for 
consistency with data reported to OMB. SBA also 
should use the recomputed fiscal year 1983 goals as 
the baseline data against which to evaluate goal 
achievement in subsequent fiscal years. 

Change the due date for agencies’ submission of non- 
SBIR goal reports to the end of January to coincide 
with agencies’ budget submissions to OMB. 

Revise SBA’s policy directive containing reporting 
requirements for non-SBIR goals to require agencies 
to report “total R, R$D dollar obligations” rather 
than “total R, R6D budget authority.t* 
55, GAO Draft Report) 

(pp. 37 and 

Now on p. 44. 

DOD Response : Concur. 

: Congress 
e Small Business 

Innovation Develonment Act of 1982 to clarify anolication 
of the criterion $or determining which agencies’iust 
establish non-SBIR goals for research funding agreements 
with small businesses. Specifically, the Congress should 
consider resolving the ambiguity by making clear that 
whether an agency needs to establish goals should be 
determined annually by ap lying the stated criterion. 
(P. 55, GAO Draft Report P 

DOD Resnonse : Concur. 
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The following are GAO's comments on the Department of 
Defense's letter dated August 8, 1985. 

GAO COWMEEilTS 

1. As noted in chapter 2, DOD has reported extramural 
appropriations, not actual obligations, to SRA. 
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Now on p. 21. 

APPEMDI;X X 

UNI’IXD STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
WASHINGTQN. DC. 2a202 

&I. 26 B!!i DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY 

Richard L. Fogel, Director 
Human Rmm~rcer Divisioln 
U.S. Gwensral Accounting Office 
Waabington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Fogel: 

The Secretary bea asked me to respond to your latter of June 26 
transmitting GAQ’r dtaft report on implemantetion of the Small 
Burincea Innovation Dwvrlopmant Act. 

Our SBIR coortdimtor raporte that the data for the Department 
of Education contained in tbe table on page 26 of the report 
tire incorrect. The ED figure in the column beaded “SBIR 
dollars awarded reported to SBA” should be 693.7, not 972.3. 
In addition, the figure in the coluau~ headed “Actual allocation 
percentage” should b’e .620, not .869. The rcaasm for the 
difference is that we fund Phaee II pro wets 

4 
increlo3nntally. 

For exam ‘lc, 
P 

vFYlfle an eward my officio ly be for $200,000, the 
amunt 0 dollers we put into the project for the re orting 
year map only be $l.O01,000. Th#erefore, $100,000 shou d be the E 
only fi 
thir di t 

ure reported. The required SBA form dose not ellow for 
fcrence. 

Thank you for the opportunity to connnent on the draft. 

Sincerely, 

P Linda M. Combs 
Deputy Under Secretary 

for Management 
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Note: GAO comments 
supplementing those 
in the report text 
appear at the end 
of this appendix. 

Y 

Mr. J. D~exter Peach 
Director, Resources, Community and 

Economic Develqment Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Peach: 

APPENDIX XI ' 

The Department of Energy (DOE) appreciates the opportunity to review and 

comment on the General Accounting Office (GAO) draft report entitled 

"Implementing The Small Business Innovation Development Act--The First 2 

Years." 

DOE considers the report to be generally factual and accurate and, accord- 

ingly, offers no comments. 

Sincerely, 

Marthi Hesse Dolan 
Assistant Secretary 
Management and Administration 
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JUL 26 1985 

Mr. Mark Nadel 
Resources, Community and Econamic 

Development Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Nadel: 

In response to Mr. 3. Dexter Peach's request of June 26, 1985, the 

Department of Energy's formal response to the General Accounting Office 

(GAO) request for comments on the draft report entitled "Implementing The 

Small Business Innovation Development Act--The First 2 Years" is being 

submitted by separate letter to the GAO. 

An editorial comment on the report is enclosed for GAO's consideration in 

preparing the final report. 

Sincerely, 

Martha Hesse Dolan 
Assistant Secretary 
Management and Administration 

Enclosure: 
Editorial Comment 
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Editorial Comment on the GAO Draft Report "Implem~enting The Small Business 
Imovati on Developeu?nt Act--The First 2 Years" (GADlRCED-8%I231. 

Now on p. 21. page 26 - "MO" in column 6, line 3 of the table. 

See comment 1. 

Comment - Ye suggest that the answer to the question "Did Agency 
comply?" [with legislated SBIR funding requirements 
in FY 19831 should 'be changled to a "Yes", with a clarifying 
footnote. The Department believes that the answer "Ho" 
is misleading because the procedures adapted by the Depart- 
rnent insured that any minor underspending in FY 1983 was 
rectified by spending in FY 1984 the necessary additional 
amount to comply with the legislatively mandated funding 
requirenrents. We suggest th'at th,e footnote to accompany the 
"Yes" res'ponse read as follows: 

The minor underage reported for FY 1983 was covered by 
increased awards in FY 1984. 
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The following are GAO's comments on the Department of 
Energy's letter dated July 26, 1985. 

GAO COMMENTS 

1. As discussed in chapter 2, compliance with the prescribed 
SBIR funding percentages must be determined annually by computing 
actual SB4R obligations as a percentage of actual extramural 
research obligations. While we consider the practice of making up 
shortfalls in subsequent years to be commendable, it does not 
technically alter prior year compliance with the subject 
provision. 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH h HUMAN SERVICES Office of hpector Gsnaral 

Wmllington. O.C. 20201 

or. rtichara L. mgei 
Director, Human Wesources 

Division 
Unitrd States Gmeral 

ikcrountibg office 
Wasbimgton, D.C. 20548 

D-r W. F’ogelr 

Tbenk you for the opportunity to cement OR your draft 
report, l Implmmnting the Smell Business Innovation 
mvelo~nt Act -- Tha First 2 Years.* The enclosed 
commats represerzt the taatrtive position of the Department 
and are subject to reevalwtion when the final version of 
this report ie rscaivad. 

We appreciata the opportunity to comment on this draft 
report before its publication. 

Sincerely yours, 

ra P. mmrow 
ctor General 

Enclosure 
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6F WEALTW: AND HUMABI SERVSICEG 

Comments of the Department of Health end Human Sclrvicee OFU Thor Genera1 
Accounting Offlee% (GAO) Draft Report, “Emplemtnting the SMkiI buslncsr 
Inrmvatlcm Development Act - The First 2 Yours” 

In pm%& we EDFKW~ with the draft report and its i~lndiqs. The draft 
mart provides c@mpre?hcnrlve coverqe of the fundamental aspecti off 
the SmpSMnen~8tJan mf the Snail Bwstness Innmvatlomu Research (SBIR) 
propm in h8 ffrst two years. 

GAO rrc@mmcr& that the heads 06 agencies particlpetlng in the SBIR program: 

(1) Reassess their respective agencies reports to OMB and SBA for fiscal 
years 1983 and 19164, make th’em consistent, and instruct the 
appropriate officials to take steps to ensure consistency of these 
reports in the future. 

Martmerit C*mmmts 

We concur with the recommendation,. Procedures will be implemented 
to improve tha coordination of the release of data to OMB, SBA, end 
the National Science Foundation on total Departmental relrc?arch md 
development obligatfonr. In the future, Departmental officials 
responsible far submitting th,is data to the NitIonal Science 
Foundation and OMB will be required to provide copies of their data 
to the Department% SBIR Coordinator, who is responsible for the 
submittal of the data to the SBA, These procedures will ensure the 
Co~I~tency of these reports in the future. 

(2) After reviewing OMB and SBA reports, provide SBA with revised non- 
SBIR goals deta where necessary. 

Department Comments 

We concur with the recommendation and we will provfde SBA with 
appropriately revised annual reports for fiscal years I9113 a&d 19114 as 
man w pae%Me. 
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In A,pndlr P, the second FMS STIR S&citation is rated V’, i.e., 
meettn~ less then 50 percmt of the rwqukamcmts fer providing 
propeeal pm 
SrmSi&atian R” 

rath htructlem. W4 find WI jwzlhig rlncc PHS 
w&r 2 is ahact identkal ta PHS S~IMtatk8n Miumber 

1 which maa raW V, l.4.) meeting mare than So percent of the 
rqulrrmmnu Thn enlly dlfim 5 between the two kcuments are a 
few mtw in&math ltams &at vc’efl to, nmt c&t?” In, PHS’ 
Sollcltatlon Numhr 2. Thus fn is dlf cu t to understan why PHS’ 
Solicidatlon Mumber 2 was rated “27 while PHS’ SAc&atkm Number I 
was farnd by GA&Y to be lmr4 &I comphcc. Fbr this reason w4 
qmstloh the adrbahilky of &sclludM this ratiiy in the emport. 
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Now on p. iv. 

Now on p. 49. 

APPP1ESNDIX XIIL 

United States Department d&i Enterior 

Mr. J. Dexter Peach 
Director, Resources, Community and 

Economic Development Division 
0. 3. General Accounting Offiee 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Peach: 

Thank you for your letter of June 26, 1885, addressmad to The Honorable 
Donald P. Hodel, Secretary of the U.S. Department of the Interior, 
requesting our co~mments on the draft report “Implementing the Small Business 
Innovation Development Act-The Eirst 2 Years.” ‘The SBIR staff has reviewed 
your draft report and they concur with all aspects. However, in their 
review, two editorial changes are suggested. 

1. Page iv, paragraph 3, line 4 - wSBIRa is transposed. 

2. Starting on page 57, the footnotes do not aoincide. 

We appreciate the opportunity to review this report. 

Sincqrely , 

btb As&stant Searetary 
for Water and Science 
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Assistanl hcretsry 40C Seventh St., SW. for Administratian WashingIon. D.C. 20590 

Hr. J. Dexter Peach 
Director 
pIe8ou1ce8, Comunity and Economic 

Develolxaent Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Peachr 

Enclosed are two copies of the Department of Transportation’s 
comments concerning the U.S. General Accounting Office draft 
report entitled mImplexbenting the Small Business Innovation 
Devclopent Act--The First 2 Years.” 

Thank you for the opportunity to review this report. If you have 
any questloms concerning our reply, please call Bruce Barkley of 
my staff on 426-4747. 

Sincerely, 

Won 8. Seymour 
Acting 

Enclosures 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

WASINN~GTQ~N, D.C. 201460 

OFFICE OF 

POLICY, PLANNING AND EVALllATtON 

bit-. J. Dexter Peach 
Director 
Resources, Community, and Economic 

Development Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Reach: 

On June 26, 1985, the General Accounting Office (GAO) 
issued to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) a draft 
report, aImplementina The Small Business Innovation Develooment 
Act--The First Two Years" (GAO/RCED-85-123). According to- 
Public liaw 96-226, EPA has reviewed the report and has prepared 
the following statement. 

EPA believes that the report, 
is accurate. 

as it pertains to the Agency, 
Below are GAO's recommendations addressed to EPA 

and other affected departments and agencies and EPA's response 
to the recommendations. 

GAO Recommendation 

To permit proper determination of compliance with the 
funding provisions of the Small Business Innovation Development 
Act of 1982, GAO recommends that the heads of appropriate agencies 
with Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) programs report 
actual fiscal year extramural research and development obligations 
(not estimates) to the Small Business Administration (SBA). 

EPA Response 

EPA agrees with the recommendation, and intends to report 
actual research and development obligations for each fiscal year 
to SBA. These reports will be issued by December 1 following the 
close of a fiscal year. 

GAO Recommendation 

GAO recommends that the heads of applicable agencies subject 
to the non-SBIR goals provisions of the Small Business Innovation 
Development Act of 1982: 
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--Reassess their respective agencies reports to the Office 
of Management and Budget (OMB) and SBA for fiscal 
years 1983 and 1984, make them consistent and instruct 
the appropriate officials to take steps to ensure 
consistency of these reports in the future. 

--After reviewing OMB and SBA reports, provide SBA with 
revised non-SBIR goals data where necessary. 

--Instruct the appropriate officials in their respective 
agencies to establish goals early in the fiscal year 
and make such goals known to officials responsible for 
awarding external research and development funds. 

EPA Response 

The Agency agrees with all three sections of this 
recommendation. ERA will carry out the first part of the 
recommendation by continuing to make sure that Agency reports 
to OMB and SBA are consistent and that the appropriate officials 
are informed of this need for consistency. As for the second 
part, EPA will continue to provide SBA with revised non-SBIR 
goals as necessary. To implement the third part of the 
recommendation, the Office of Small and Disadvantaged Business 
Utilization, in accordance with Public Law 97-219, will 
issue letters explaining established goals for the non-SBIR 
program. These letters will be addressed to program Assistant 
and Associate Administrators and will be issued early in the 
new fiscal year. 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the draft report. 

/’ Milton Russe’ll u 
Assistant Administrator 

for Policy, Planning and Evaluation 
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Note: GAO comments 
supplementing those 
in the report text 
appear at the end 
of this appendix. 

RdrMwk-23 
JuL25l805 

Mr. Frank C. Conahan 
01 rector 
National Security and International 

Affairs Division 
United Stat@s General Accounting OfflCe 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Conahan: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the GAO draft report 
entitled "Implementfng the Small Business Innovation Development 
Act -- the Ffrst 2 Years." 

NASA is in agreement with the draft report's findIngs and 
recommendations. However, there are several aspects of the draft 
report to which NASA Is offering comments. Specffic Agency 

d In the enclosure to the letter. 

jg&& 

. 
Associate Administrator 

for Management 

Enclosure 
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NASA Comments on GAO Draft Report Entitled "Implementing the 
Small Business Innovation Development Act -- The First 2 Years" 

MASA has reviewed, and is in general agreement with, GAO's 
findings and recommendations set forth in the subject draft 
report. However, there are several aspects of the draft report 
to which NASA is offering comments. 

GAO recommends that ' . ..heads of applicable agencies instruct the 
aoorooriate officials in their resoective aaencies to establish 
gbhls'early in the fiscal year and'make such goals known to 
officials resoonsible for awardinq external RID funds." NASA 
expends considerable efforts into"establishing, monitoring, and 
achieving its socioeconomic (non-SBIR) procurement goals. Long 
before the passage of P.L. 97-219, NASA was striving to increase 
all awards to small businesses, including R&D awards; thus we 
were and are continuing to meet the intent of the Act with 
"in-place" small business program's which function well, and it is 
therefore unlikely that compliance with the GAO's recommendation 
would result in a significant change. 

Another aspect of the draft report requiring comment is with 
regard to the issue of compliance with the statutory percentage 
of extramural R&D budget figures. While the draft report 
appropriately cites 62 Comp. Gen. 232 (19831 in its discussion of 

'the differing DoD/SBA extramural budget figures, it fails to 
incorporate the same decision into the discussion of agencies' 

Now on p. 20. 
compliance with SBIR funding provisions. Specifically, the draft 
report on p. 24 finds that " . ..4 of 11 participating agencies met 
or exceeded their mandatory fiscal year 1983 SBIR funding - 
percentages." However, the agencies ability to exceed their SBIR 
funding appears to be in conflict wfth the ratiomet forth by 
the Comptroller General in addressing the question of the 
definition of NASA's research and development budget. In 62 
tamp. Gen. 232 (1983) the Comptroller General finds that 

. ..calculation of the set-aside on the basis of the entire NASA 
See comment 1. R&O appropriation would thus result in a proportionately higher 

percentage than is permitted by the last proviso of Section 
4(f)(l) of the Act. It is recommended that the GAO reassess its 
findings relative to exeeding SBIR funding percentages in light 

interpretation of the Act. 

strator 
t 
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NATICW4L Al!!%O~AttSTICP;I AND SPACE ADMIEISTRATION 

The following are GAO's comments on the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration's letter dated July 25, 1985. 

GAO COMMENTS 

NASA has misinterpreted the quoted segment of 62 Comp. Gen. 
:;2 (1983) It is our position that the SBIR percentages 
prescribed'by the act are required minimums and that nothing in 
the act places an upper limit on the total amount that an agency 
may elect to spend under its SBIR program. In our view, such a 
limitation would be contrary to the act's objective of assisting 
small businesses in obtaining a larger share of federal research 
funds. The proviso of the act referred to in 62 Comp. Gen. 232 
(1983) places an upper limit on the percentage of an agency's 
extramural budget for basic research that can be used in 
satisfying the required SBIR percentage. For example, if the 
prescribed SBIR requirement for the year is 1 percent, then an 
agency cannot use more than 1 percent of its extramural budget for 
basic research to fund SBIR projects needed to meet the statutory 
minimum. Since the proviso relates solely to meeting the required 
SBIR minimum percentage, it does not prohibit SBIR awards in 
excess of the minimum requirement should an agency elect to do 
so. Basic research is distinguished from other types of R&D in 
that it is undertaken without specific applications toward 
processes or products in mind. Applied research, on the other 
hand, seeks means for meeting a recognized need, while development 
seeks to use knowledge gained through research to produce useful 
materials, devices, systems, or methods. As explained by the 
Chairman, Subcommittee on General Oversight, House Committee on 
Small Business (128 Congressional Record H3600, daily ed. June 
17, 1982), the proviso was added to recognize concernsof the 
universities and basic research communities that the act not harm 
the nation's basic research efforts. The intent thus appears to 
have been to preclude agencies from meeting a disproportionate 
share of their SBIR requirements with basic research funds. 
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION 
WASHINGTON. DC 2OSSO 

Division of Audit 6 Oversight 

July 26, 1985 

Hr. J, Dexter Peach 
Director 
Resources, Community, and 

Economic Development Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Peach: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft GAO Report, 
"Implementing the Small Business Innovation Development Act--The 
First 2 Years," GAO/RCED-85-123. We are pleased that this initial 
report assessing the individual agencies' implementation efforts 
reflects quite satisfactorily on the National Science Foundation's 
overall performance in meeting the requirements and intent of 
Public Law 97-219. 

The National Science Foundation agrees with the GAO opinion 
that the definitions of research and development and extramural 
budget are the same for reporting to SBA and to Federal Funds. 
Since, the timing of these reporting requirements are different, 
generally two to three months apart, the figures reported in 
December to the SBA represent the best possible estimates for 
actual extramural obligations based on the information available 
at that time. We are aware that NSF's figures, due in March to 
Federal Funds, have shown minor differences when compared with 
those reported to SBA in December, but the NSF March submission 
is based on final calculations. It should be noted that although 
agencies are requested to submit data by March, many have difficulty 
meeting this deadline--in some cases data are not received until 
June. As pointed out in your report , a change in SBA's reporting 
date and policy directive would be required in order for agencies 
to use the amounts reported in the Federal Funds data submission. 

We wish to point out that the Federal Funds survey data are 
collected and reported for statistical purposes only and serve 
as the Foundation's response to NSF'S legislative mandate which 
requires that the Foundation monitor national science and tech- 
nology activities. We make every effort to assure that agency 
reporting practices are consistent from year to year and that 
information provided to NSF is as accurate as possible. We 
know of no reason for agencies not to use this data series as 
a basis for their reports to SBA, modified as necessary, to 
account for non-SBIR activities. 

Now on p. 16. 
The Foundation does object, however, to the wording of the last 
column heading on page 20 of the report which appears to imply 
that NSF has some responsibility for determining other agencies' 
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ADVABK1 COIMMEIWTbJI l?ROW, 'TEI]E 

Mr. J. Dexter Peach 

APPENDIX XVII 

2. 

SBIR allocations, which is totally inaccurate. We request that 
the wording be changed to clarify the source of data used for 
these comparisons. 

With respect to reporting agency non-SBIR budget information, NSF 
reports to SBA in accordance with the SBA Policy Directive that 
requires agencies to report their non-SBIR activities based on 
'total R, R&D budget authority," which NSF interprets as including 
total dollars for Research and Related Activities, including 
Program Development and Management (the Foundation's adainistra- 
tive expenses), and the U.S. Antarctic Program support costs. 
Included in these data are the estimates for R&D facilities. 
The information reported to OMB for inclusion in the President's 
Budget, referred to in the report, lists separately the R&D 
facilities data. Since the non-SBIR report to SBA must be gen- 
erated in early December, at least a month before the submission 
to CMB is available, our figures are based on available NSF 
budget documents. 

If agency reporting requirements for non-SBIR activities are to 
be based on information submitted to GMB for Special Analysis K, 
"Conduct of R&D," SBA should change the reporting deadline to 
coincide with the OMB submission and revise the Policy Directive 
accordingly. NSF has been consistent with its method of calcu- 
lating and reporting both SBIR and non-SBIR activities and is 
of the opinion that any changes in these methods should be the 
result of revised implementing instructions to ensure that the 
agency's level of performance is reflected as accurately as 
possible. 

NSF has mentioned previously to both SBA and GAO that it would 
be more meaningful, appropriate , and helpful to the agencies, 
especially with respect to monitoring, if the SBIR and non-SBIR 
requirements were calculated on the same external R, R&D obliga- 
tions base. Since the report indicates that a couple of the 
agencies have used the same base figures for all SBA reporting 
requirements, we suggest that GAO consider including such a 
recommendation in its final report to Congress. 

NSF strongly supports the GAO recommendation that the SSA 
reporting date be moved to March. 

Sincerely yours, 

Director 
Division of Audit and Oversight 
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UNITLD STATES 
Ml,lCLEAR REOlJl.ATORY CO~IMION 

WASWINQTON, 0. C. 2QSW 

Mr. J. Dexter Peach, Director 
Resources, Coawwnity and 

Economic Development Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
441 G Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Peach: 

We appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on the draft GAD 

report "Implementing the Smell Business Innovation Development Act--The First 

2 Years." The MRC will take the action necessary to implement the GAO 

"recosmwdations to heads of agencies" contained in both Chapters 2 and 3 of 

the report. 

Sincerely, 

Executive Director for Operations 
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U.S. Dabpwmmt of hst&e 

Mr. William J. Anderson 
Director 
General Government Division 
United States General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Anderson: 

This letter responds to your request to the Attorney General for 
the comments of the Department of Justice (Department) on your 
draft report entitled "Implementing the Small Business Innovation 
Development Act -- the First 2 Years." 

The report covers the fundamental implementation efforts of 
federal aqencies in establishing Small Business Innovation 
Research (SBIR) procurement programs and complying with the act's 
funding requirements for fiscal years 1983 and 1984 -- the first 
2 years during which the act has-been in effect. Chapter 3 of 
the report provides GAO's assessment of the extent to which 
agencies have complied with legislative and Small Business Admini- 
stration (SBA) policy requirements for establishing and reporting 
information on non-SBIR procurement programs. Since the Department 
has an annual research and development (R&D) budget exceeding 
$20 million, it is required to establish specific, annual goals 
for non-SBIR RED funding agreements with small businesses and 
report data on such goals to SBA. 

GAO offers three recommendations to agencies in order to adhere 
to the act's requirements and assure that the goals data reported 
to SBA and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) are in 
agreement. The first recommendation suggests that heads of agencies 
"reassess their respective agencies' reports to OMB and SBA for 
fiscal years 1983 and 1984, make them consistent, and instruct 
the appropriate officials to take steps to ensure consistency of 
these reports in the future." The Department does not concur 
with GAO's recommendation because the SBA and OMB definitions of 
R&D are incompatible and will never permit consistency in reporting. 
Apparently, GAO perceives that SBA and OMB report guidelines 
include the same definition of R&D, and that agencies use this 
definition in developing R&D budget data reports for submission 
to both SBA and OMB. This is not true. 
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The Annual Report Format deveLoped by SBA and distributed to 
aganeim for use in reporting small business R&D gosling program 
data defines the amounts to b’e reported as ‘R&R&D obligations 
[which] include extramural plus intramural funds’ (See Rote 2 
of Appendix I). Section 44.2 in Transmittal Memrmdum No. 56 of 
OIB Circular No. A-11, Revis~ed, dated June 25, 1985, also defines 
the amounts to be reported to QMB as including extramural plus 
intramwral funds, but contains an additional proviso that “Remarch 
and development excludes routine pro’dwct testing, quality control, 
mapping, collection of general purpose statistics, experimental 
production, routine monitoring end evaluation of an operational 
program, and the training of scientific and technical personnel* 
(See Appendix II). No such proviso is included in SBA’s definition 
of W&D. The Department’s R&D expenditures include routine moni- 
toring and evaluation of an operational program. The monitoring 
and evaluation function is performed for the Department by a 
private contractor and these contract dollar8 are included in the 
R&D figures reported to SBA. However, these sane contract dollars 
are excluded from the R&D figures reported to OMB a8 required by 
GHB Circular A-11. As long as the Department is required to 
exclude the cost of monitoring an operational program from the 
R&D dollars reported to OMB, but required to include such costs 
in the RkD dollars reported to SBA, there can never be consistency 
in the amounts reported. 

To attain consistency in rewortina R&D dollars to SBA and OMB, 
we suggest that GAO include-a rec&nendation in its report 
asking SBA and OHS to clarify their definitions of R&D so that 
the dollars reported to each-agency can be consistent. As an 
alternative, a footnote could be included in each report identifying 
and explaining the reasons for the difference in the dollars 
reported. 

GAO's second recommendation asks that agencies, after reviewing 
OMB and SSA reports, provide SBA with revised non-SBIR goal8 data 
where necessary. The Department agrees with this recommendation. 
The Department’s Small and Disadvantaged Business Utilization 
Staff reviewed the reports and found no substantive changes which 
would require submitting revised non-SBIR goals data to SBA. 

As a final recommendation, GAO suggests that agency heads instruct 
appropriate officials in their respective agencies to establish 
goals early in the fiscal year and make such goals known to 
officials responsible for awarding external RhD funds. In 
responding to this recommendation , we are pleased to note the 
conclusion reached by GAO that the Department has been meeting 
the requirements of this recommendation and no corrective action 
is necessary. 
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We appreciate the opportunity to provide commnts on the report 
*bile in draft form. should you have any questions concerning 
wr CQnmenta, pLeasa feel free to contact me. 

WI. Cm&A Plalkcuoe 
Acting Aasiatmt Attornay 
Eanere1 Eblr kaministretion 

Encloeurcs 
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ARPEMDIX I 

I. Ccetracta 

2. Qrmta 

b.Totml wmber and total dollar valw of IMa& lundiq Agnrmasnt with 
Qthm Thrtn till &wsiness* for the foklowing categories for reported PY. 

rota1 YuDb%r fetal Dollar 

1. contracts 

2. Grants 

3. Coqwative kgreements -- 

WOTES: 

1. Other Than Small Business includes any ~JUI all obligations provided to 
8n argantzatfm tbult is mat a uall business conmrn as defined in 13 
CPH, Part 121. 49 pticral Rentster $024. et s@q (February 9, 1984). 

2. R&AU) ObligW.ions include sxtramural plus intramural funds. 

3. ElepwtinJ includas all contracts. grants and caoperative ylrwments 
tms SBZA wards. 
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APPENDIX XI 

EXECUTIVE OIWCE OF THE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF MAN~AGEMlENT AND BUDGET 

wAsl-m4mw. OS. am 

June 25, 1985 

CIRCULAR NO. A-11 
Revised 

Transmittal Memorandum No. 56 

TO THE MEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND ESTABLISHMENTS 

SUBJECT: Preparation and Submission of Budget Estimates 

Transmitted herewith are instructions pertaining to the 1987 
Budget process. All previous Transmittal Memoranda to this 
Circular are hereby rescinded. 

This Circular provides guidance for the preparation and 
submission of annual budgets and associated materials 
concerning the budget process for all agencies of the 
Government. For the 1987 Budget, some technical changes 
have been made with respect to Federal credit data, 
including modification of several definitions. Direct loans 
now include the sale of assets on credit terms and exclude 
claims payments on loan guarantees where no loan asset is 
acquired. Direct loans made by the Federal Financing Sank 
(FFB) and guaranteed by an agency and direct loans made by 
an agency and sold with a guarantee to the FFB will be 
presented in separate budget schedules and included in 
agency budget totals. 

These and other significant changes are highlighted in the 
attached analysis of changes. 

David A. Stockman 
Director 

Attachment 

(No. A-11) 
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APPENDIX XIX 

APPENDIX II 

44.1.44.a. 

InltW rubmdmatons, should br mubmttted twom@l~ 
sfter euch dettrmirmtlone snd chmcu.have been 
mule. 

44.4. Defimithm of ramarch and dewlopmenl. 
The term “rmtucb md development” tm In- 

tooded bwscny to lnehade tbt work perfowwd by 
s Qwer’numnt yeray or by rnlvrte indivIduala or 
orgd5stlona under s ecwtMctuAl 01‘ gmlt a?- 

nmmatnt wttb the Chwemmmt. It hvluded w 

fulmer m!hlltulC kIwwbJdgt or undem Of 
tbt ti,UCt ‘tUdkd. ,hWtb,DmWl,t k -UC 
W of the knowledge snd t&m&&g #sIned 
from mumch. for the pnrductlon of useful ma-e- 
rhI& dcvlegi. rlsrtunr. or metbode, isletudtag the 
dasa md derelopaaent of prot&~pa rad proc- 
- 

Itaawh and dwekwmmnt cxcludaw routine 
Dwdwt Mbw. almlItY wntrol. mapping. collec. 
tionofgelluwI PurPmt atutuce. crDmlIntnW 
PWdUctkn. Wutlnt aOont*rrlnr and oahutlon of 
ul opuMuoMI DWCWQ. and the tmlning of t&n. 
ttfk snd technlal Denwncl. 

lwm dtflnluon Of reotamh 8nd development I$ 
the tsmc Y tbst ueed for the mu0tw geiene~ 
mmdetlorl Aluuml brw!Y or PedcMl Btuxle for 
Ibtmwh. DeveWwnent snd Other %ItntUic Ac- 
tMtit%. hfOrD&@tlOn I’@DOrted under this suction 
#hotid be laconculblc alth the more detailed in- 
formstlon NbetQutntIy rerrorttd In the ennull 
ewvey. 

Sep~rrtt Ehedules for each bureau o, cram~uo. 
bIe OWtId unit e&t@ forth bu&et .u. 
tbodty. 0bIl@h!1~. Snd OUtIAyt for rwearch and 
drvelmment rUVItIta Will be D,eDued md rub- 
mItted Ln the form&t UlWtrrtcd b; exhibit 44. An 
Sddftiouul vrhedult WUI bt mbmitti by errch 
ectncY or cletwtmeat ccmmu~t!ng tbc data sub- 
mM!d for the hdItiduaI bumms under that 
SP?~CY. AIWWOU wUI be r~~~rttd In mlIllons and 
tenth6 of mUllon snd will lncludc. tithout aepa- 
3.tt idtnt‘fiO.thL YaOUntr DWPCNd iOr NDplC. 
Q&&It. ~uoMo~~. or liter tratmlttrl. Each 
echodult should have the date of prefwstlon in 
tbt lower r4eht awner. followed by the name and 
telwhont number of an lndividunl who can rt. 
mend to Qucstionr CO~U!~ thbt rhtdule. 

The followinr entries will be wed in nxwrtti 
the data rt~ulred. The atub codes show-8hou.l; 
be fncluded. 
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Note: GAO comments 
supplementing those 
in the report text 
appear at the end 
of this appendix. 

Now on pp. iii and 
41. 

See comment 1. 

DEPARTMENTOF HOUSING AND URBAN OEVELOPMENT 
WASHI,NGTON, O.C. 2(w10 

Mr. J. Dexter Peach 
Director, Resources, Cimn~nity and 

Economic Development Division 
U.S. general Accountin Office 
Washington, DC P548 

DEW Mr. Peach: 

We have read your draft report on the first 2 years of Federal agencies 
implunwtntatlon of the 5mell BL~uriness Innovation Rwl~'opmt Act of 1982 
(Public Law 97-229). It is our underrtendin~g freml tyadsln~g this draft report 
that among other reguiraments the threshold for autablIs~hing a special 5mall 
Du~siness Ineovatfve Reeearcb (SBIR) program is $I@D rnll~lfo~n annsually for 
extramural research and that in addition to tic sI eckel 
Act requires any Federal agency with en an'nual RA 1$ 

SIR progiram, th+ 
bmudget exceeding $20 

million to establish specific annual goals for non-g8IR funding agreements 
with small businesses. 

WAR's research appropriation for 1983 was $18 million, and for 1984 
was $19.2 million. SinIce It did nlot exceed $20 million for fiscal years 
1983 or 1984, goals were not established for either of these years. Pages 
iii and 51 of the draft report should be chlancged to reflect that infor- 
mation. I The report should also be amended to clarify that the phrase 

the reporting threshold of a $20 million research budget' means 
g20'million in antwrl appropriations rather than $20 million available 
for obligation includin~g prior year appropriations. 

It is our belief that using fiscal year appropriations would provide a 
consistent benchmark against which goals could be established and real 
accomPlishwnts could be measured. 

Finally, we su,pport the C&I's recoimnendation to the Congress ". . . 
amend the act to specify whether criterion for dotermining which agencies 
must establish no&DIR goals should be applfed on a one time or annual 
basis.* 

sincerely, 
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The following are GAO's comments on the Department of Housing 
and Urban Development's letter dated August 15, 1985. 

GAO COMMENTS 

1. We interpret the act as requiring that compliance with 
non-SBIR goals requirements (those governing agencies' 
participation as well as those governing reporting requirements) 
be judged ultimately on the basis of an agency's actual total 
research obliqations, not its appropriations as HUD asserts. As 
our report notes, SBA also uses actual obligation figures to 
determine which agencies must establish and report on non-SBIR 
goals. As stated in our report, HUD reported total research 
obligations for fiscal year 1983 of $22.6 million to OMB for the 
President's budget. Our report states that HUD's obligations fell 
below the required minimum in fiscal year 1984. Also, we believe 
that HUD did "establish goals" in fiscal year 1983 to the extent 
that it submitted an annual report to SBA which included the 
required non-SBIR goals data. For fiscal year 1984, however, we 
point out that HUD did not submit a report and thus did not 
"establish goals." 
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AGENCY FOR INTERNAltONAl. DEVELOPMENT 

W*8wlk6+ON 0 t 20523 

ASSWANT AOMtNlSTRATOR 

Nr. lrank Conahan 
Director 
National Security and International 

Affairs Division 
General Accounting Office 

Dear Mr. Conahan: 

Attached are AID’s comments on GAO Draft Report No. 005707, 
‘Implementing the Small Business Innovation Development Act -- 
The First 2 Years.’ 

If you have any questions or would Like to discuss these 
comments, please contact Jim Painter, 632-9110. 

Sincerely, 

kQ+---fb- u Richard A, Derham 
Program and Policy Coordination 

enclosure 
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AID’s Comments 
GAO Draft Report 005707 

“Implementing the Small Business Innovation Development Act 
-- The First 2 Years” 

AID agrees with the conclusions and recommendations included in 
this report. As GAO notes, there was some internal confusion 
as to the locus of responsibility for implementation of the 
requirements of the legislation mandating goal setting and 
reporting for non-SBIR research activities. 

That situation has now been remedied. As a result of the GAO 
findings and recommendations, AID has clarified the 
organizational responsbility for establishing goals for 
non-SBIR research. The agency’s Office of Small and 
Disadvantaged Business (OSDBU) has assumed responsbility for 
goal setting and reporting requirements under the act. 

OSDBU is currently revie.wing Fiscal Year 1983 and 1984 data and 
will be submitting the required reports to SBA shortly. That 
office also is conducting a review of AID’s data collection 
system to determine if all research or research and development 
projects are coded properly to ensure accuracy in reporting. 

For fUtUKs reporting, beginning with FY 1985, an SBIR committee 
has been established within the Agency, under the aegis of 
OSDBU, to coordinate and clarify SSA reporting requirements and 
to enhance OVerall SBIR Program Implementation. 

OSRDU also plans to review with SBA the possibility of 
expanding the agency’s SBIR program and intends to pursue 
outreach and other efforts with SBA to encourage small minority 
and disadvantaged business in AID research programs and in the 
SBIR in general. 

We believe that these changes will serve to bring the agency 
into full compliance with the requirements of the legislation. 
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ADVANCE COMMERTS FROM THE: 

SMITHSOE31[&N IMBTITWTIOM 

August 7, 1985 

Mr. William J. Andsmal 
Dim&r, Gemral Gowmment. Division 
united states General Ac!wting off%?e 
ltaahw, D.C. 20!548 

Thank yc~ for yaw letter of June 26, 1985, giving ua the oppcvtunity to 
rsadand~t~yan‘~~an”~l~tingthe9aallwLaineas 
Irtmovatian Dme1opmmt A&.” 

TIM’ alLitht3caian is a unique edumticlnal organ1zat1m that is suppcrtd by 
both private and publicr funds. Although the snithrxnim ia not a “federal 
aganog”, as deflnsd by tam amll Businass Innuvatim DBwlopasnt Act, it is 
Inatitutian poliay to l?#upp& suah prqpmm if they usn be applied to wr aotiv- 
itiss. Iimmver, in ths cmne of the rm-&all Business Innovatim Reaearoh 
@BIN pmammnt IPWWISJ tbatarerequiredbyaot, Idonot wearmmable 
applioatim to the spaithscnian. 

while the sapi-’ J total “R, R & D” budget obligaticm te&nicU.y 
axomdlhlimnr thmmhkmld figure of $20 Wl..lia~ set forth by tha 98IR prcgmm, 
the ImtituticmQ extmmm.l expmditurea represent an inflnfteaiml pa~tim of 
that anrnmt. (our I%!mmmh ia perf(zmnBd almoat entirely in-house, dl%wing cm 
GIF mctarsive mums collections and related materials). For exai@e, a revians 
ofall1PY83~imraaantrao~s~~twooontraots,totallins$43~~, 
tiioh even remtely relate to the general tAtrust of the SIR polioy. (TheBe 
cm&m&a ocwer the eleutmnio pn#lpecting fm ruina in tlm Middle East for our 
(2mmrvatian Analytioal Lsbwata’y and an archemlagioal swvey and excavation in 
the lhmrm region fw the Nintional. Mmxau of IWmal Histwy). Shculd thwse 
even qwLllfy @$amwiaally, lhly represent aba.lt 7/100 of 15 of our total obliga- 
ticam, uertainly not a viable figure fmn ubich to fomAate a gcal. 

Ibalierothaty~rspar2.onthaaotwaildwo?veauneAtlpnpasetocll‘p;a- 
nizatlars imoh m the smithacmian, if you i%aamma that the c#gresa -88J 
UYII mqufrmmta far rqwting under the aot. The need to establish n-R 
reed funding gods for smrnll businesses 
rm w 0t1td.d~ partmt b~trapnulal 
nmafng. 
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Sinocrcly yuJPs, 
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APPENDIX XXIII 

ADVANCE COWMEMrTS EPROM TBE 

TE~F@W3EE:E VALLEY AUTHORITY 

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORIN 
KNOXVILLE. TENNESSEE 57902 

OCCI’CE OF TNL SOAR0 OF DIRECTORS 

Mr. J. Dexter Peach, Director 
United States General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Peach: 

Thank you for your June 26 letter and the opportunity to review 
your proposed report on the first two years of Federal agencies’ 
inplementation of the Small Business Innovation Development Act 
of 1982 (Public Law -9). We have reviewed the proposed report 
and have no coam,ents. 

We ~111 continue to work diligently for the success and full 
implementation of the provisions of Public Law 97-219. 

Sincerely, 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Office 04 the 
Ad~min~irtrrtor 
of Vetereno Affairs 

APPENDIX XXIV 

Weshington DC 20420 

AUGl2188ES 
Mr. Richard L. Fogel 
Director, Human Resources Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
washlngton, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Fogel: 

Your June 26, 1985 draft report “Implementing the Small Business Innovation 
Development Act - the First 2 Years” has been reviewed. The General Accounting 
Office (GAO) recommends that I: 

-Instruct appropriate Veterans Administration (VA) officials to 
establlsh goals early in the fiscal year and make such goals known to 
officials responsible for awarding external research and development 
(R&D) funds. 

-Submit to the Small Business Administration (SBA) data for Fiscal 
Years 1983 and 1984 regarding non-Small Business Innovation 
Research (SBIR) goals, in accordance with the requirements 
contained ln the Small Business Innovation Development Act (the 
Act) of 1982 and SBA’s policy directive. 

Sections 4th) and (i) of the Act require all federal agencies which have a “budget 
for reseatlarch or research and development in excess of $20,000,000 for any fiscal 
year beginning with fiscal year 1983 . . . (to) establish goals specifically for funding 
agreements for research or research and development to small business concerns...n 
(Section h), and to submit an annual report to SBA of its research and development 
awards in excess of $10,000 (Section i). To date, this Agency’s compliance with the 
Act has been limited because the VA believed it was exempt from the Act, based 
on a misreading that the $20,000,000 figure referred only to extramural R&D 

funds. However, the VA did provide figures to the SBA for our 1983 budget. 

We will comply with the applicable requirements of the Act ln the future, and will 
furnish R&D budget and procurement information to the SBA as soon as it is 
available from the Federal Procurement Data Center. Fiscal Year (FYI 1986 small 
busmess R&D goals will be furnished ln accordance with SBA’s timetable. 

Our R&D program is essentially an internal one, in which clinician-investigators 
conduct studies at 129 VA medical centers, supported by the Department of 
Medicine and Surgery (DMOCS). While our FY 1984 research budget exceeded $190 
million, the extramural expenditures totaled only $3.2 million, which was obligated 
with universities, nonprofit institutions, and private sector firms. The extramural 
expenditures obligated with private sector firms are a very small portion of the 
total. As we view it, only the expenditures to private sector firms fall within the 
purview of the Act, as applied to the VA. 
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ADVANCE! COMMENTS FROM THE 

VETERANS ADB4ENISTRATION 

2. 

Mr. Richard L. Fogel 

Within DM&S there are no VA extramural sollcitations for research other than in 
the Rehabilitative Research and Development Service (RR&D). That Servke 
contracts for R&D support for special facilities or services for special purposes. 
Most of those contracts are for support of nonrecurring statistical or technical 
a~lyses of a biomedical problem and fabrication of prosthetic devices, usually 
utilizing the resources of an academic institution. In FY 1981, the most recent 
Year for which indlvldual contract records were readily available, RR&D Service 
had 311 R&D contracts; 27 of these were with academic institutions. The remalnlng 
R&D contrasts were divided evenly between not-for-profit and private 
organizations. 

AlI VA medical research involving patients must be reviewed and approved by a VA 
medical center’s R&D Committee and the Human Studies Subcommittee. This 
research includes all R&D activities of VA staff, all R&D carried out at VA 
fatflitim, all R&D involving VA patients, and all R&D supported by VA resources. 

Approximately 80 percent of the 6,000 researchers within the VA are VA staff who 
are primarily patient care providers; the remainder are nonpatlent-care basic 
scientists on the staffs of VA medical centers. In the course of caring for veteran 
patients, they frequently encounter problems in the delivery of medical care which 
require systematic study and, as a result, they generate research proposals. Hence, 
moqt VA R&D is investigator-initiated and is not centrally directed, formulated, or 
conducted. Almost all research within the VA is performed as a responsibility of 
the local VA medical centers. 

There is a small amount of funds obligated annually by the Office of Construction 
for research and development in the field of building technology. There are no 
funds specifically appropriated for research and development activities. In FY 
1985, less than $500,000 is planned for Office of Construction research and 
development expenditure. 

Administrator 
Wty YmMnta= For 

(005707) 
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